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Catch Spirit Daze on Wednesdays
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In honor of Halloweel)., emcee Kurt Pennypacker
cajoled students into dressing up as mummies as part
of the Spirit Daze festivities at the Student Union
last Wednesday.
Pennypacker,- the director of promotions for the
Student Government Association (SGA), told students to "do the monster mash. Just dance and the
people in the crowd will choose the best mummy."
He ended up with three volunteers who won UCF
sweatshirts for their efforts.
Spirit ·Da;le is a_stu_dent
pep rally . outside· qf ·tbe ·
._Student Uiiiori beld· .e'very
,Wednesday from Noon until
.2- p.m. before ev~ry, UCF-: ·
home football ga~e. The ·
ev,e.nt_ ·Je-afores ·.mu.sic.~
..games 1 .· giveaway~, - .teani
_ pi~y~rs and.team.i;pjrjj,_ , ~ · · ·
· ' ·The pep raliy thi~ }Y-~ek·:·' ·
.· was i_n · preparati.on ·for . th~
UCF game against the Yourigs,t9wn Cardinals.
. ·"You're doing it for the good of the school,"
Pennypacker told the crowd 'of 'onlookers. Some of
the contests included a Milli VaniUi lip syncing contest, a UCF figtJ_t _song contest and several UCF triv- .
ia contests. Prizes included hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts
·.·
and team flags.
Near the end of the festivities, the UCF cheerleaders demonstrated cheers as well as various jumps
Kevin CoJber Photo
and in general danced to the music.
Students use
According to Sandy Baker, director of internal
roofs around
public relations for the SGA, "We've done it for
·campus to
every home game so far. We spend about two hours
watch the
trying to get school spirit going and encouraging
shuttle launch. people to go to the ball games. During the games we

stand at the student gates and hand out pompoms
and megaphones, so if you didn't get your spirit '
items here, you can get them at the game."
Kelli Belfatto, director of student government productions, puts the pep rallies t.ogether.
''We are encouraging everyone to come out and
become a certified member of the spirit patrol,"_she
said. "We have had the football players and cheerleaders come out and join in. We try to get other
teams to come out too, like the Women's Soccer
Team since they are doing so well. Unfortunately,
they have. classes t~at have prev~nted them from
participating.
Belfatto does expect . the
_soccer teams· .to .participate
· .iµ_$pirit Daze on Nov. 18.
·'.'Hpp~flilly, we :wiH be able
~to h~lp them -. celebrate. win. iµng-t:4~ir cq.nfer~'n.'ce tit_Ie."
In' th~ · , pas~' few weeks,
.Spirit ':Daie".fras also··included. rriem~d of .the l?.gsket~
ball team, who wer.e ·helping
jo promote .U~F's Midnig~t
Madness.
"'We plan to do it again in the spririg to include the
spring sports," Belfatto said. "This.-will inc:lude the
rest of the basketball games as. ~ell
as for baseball
,,· . .
.
·games._"
Belfatto emphasized that ''we don't expect people
to stay the. whole two hour period;· We think its
importantfor people to know that th_ey don't have to
stay the whole time. They can come out for a little
while and show their school spirit and possibly win
a prize too.
"We give out lots of prizes, "she continued, "we
Photo by Erin Benit
try to come up with a lot of different stuff to give Suzanne McPherson performs in the Monster
away. Some of the prizes we give away are shirts, Mash competition during the Spirit Daze Pep
Rally in front of the Student Union.
hats, sweatshirts and movie passes."
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C-day picnic offers mixer
to students and professors

Quayle welcomed
by student body
By SHELLEY WILSON
Staff Writer
"I know America today is
focused in on John Glenn making history. He is a good friend
of mine and a great hero. But I
know where I am and I know
who the real hero around here
is ..... Daunte Culpepper."
This was the opening line Dan
Quayle, the 44th vice president,
stated to an audience at the UCF

Arena on Oct. 29.
At ·the age of 41, Quayle
became the youngest to serve as
vice president and has also
served two terms in both the
House of Representatives and
the Senate. Fred Piccolo, the
Campus Activity Board's speaker director, introduced Quayle in
his opening speech as one of the
most active vice presidents in
See QUAYLE, Page 6

By TAYLOR SIKES
Staff Writer

Photo by Kevin Cother

Dan Quayle speaks at the Arena
amid speculation he will run for
president in 2000 .

About 200 students and faculty came to Lake Claire oh
Friday, Oct. 23 for "C-Day,"
the
School
of
Communications' annual picnic, which features free food,
drinks, music and sports.
The event was put on by the
Quotes club, of the school's
Advertising/Public Relations
program. Their main goal for
the gathering was to provide a

chance for students and faculty to mix in an informal
atmosphere.
"We wanted it to be a nonacademic environment for students and professors to interact outside of class," said Lisa
Tessier, 25, the Quotes director of Community Relations.
Tessier worked with local
businesses to get the food for
"C-day" donated. Food given
included pizzas, chicken
See FROM, Page 6
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Students join forces with UCF Library presses charges
police to collect toys for needy
By GWEN R. RHODES
Assistant News Editor
Beginning Nov. 2, a huge,
gift-wrapped refrigerator box
will be placed beside the information desk on the first floor of
the Student Union for a Holiday
Toy Drive.
The toy drive will run from
Nov. 2 through Dec. 11 and will
benefit radio station XL 106.7's
Christmas Baby DJ Fund. The
UCF end of the toy drive is
being jointly sponsored for the
first time by the Student
Alumni Association (SAA) and
the UCF Police Department.
"We ask for new unwrapped
toys to be donated," said Police
Officer Jeannette Emert of the
Crime Prevention Unit. "We
don't accept used toys."
According to Emert, the Baby
DJ Fund allows people to write
or call the radio station and
request toys for their children.
The radio station allows the
person to choose a few toys per
child based on the age group
and gender of the child.
Last year's effort at UCF
yielded a 33 percent increase in
participation over the year
before according to Emert.
Over the past few years the
police department has spon-

sored a toy drive on campus able to the idea. We weren't
which targeted primarily the · going to change anything, we
UCF faculty and -staff, accord- would be adding a new element
ing to Carla Cordoba, coordina- and getting more people to partor
of
the
Alumni ticipate."
According to Cordoba,
Student/Parent Program which
is a part of the Alumni "Jeannette is used to working
Relations Office. The SAA is with the various departments
one of the many programs run and I am used to working -with
by the Alumni Relations Office. students so it would make a
"We had come up with a sim- good joint combined effort."
There will be three drop-off
ilar idea of having a toy drive
based on a school in locations: the gift box in the
Mississippi called 'Stuff the Student Union, in the police
Stocking' which had gotten department lobby and in Room
great student participation," 340 of the Administrations
said Cordoba. "When I talked Building in the Alumni
to my boss, Tom Messina Relations Office. Emert said
[executive director of Alumni that she would also come pick
Relations], about it, he told me up donations from on campus
that the police department had locations and the Research
been having toy drive for the Park.
According to Emert, there will
last few years."
"We didn't want tQ step on be a note pad at each of the
any toes or have two toy drives drop-off locations in which a
going on," Cordob4 said. "I donor can write their name
later met Jeannette Emert down if they would like to,
through a student in the SAA although it is not required.
who works with the victim's Thank you notices will be sent
assistance
program
with out at a later date.
The gift box drop-off location
Jeannette and we started discussing the possibility of work- will be checked and emptied
daily to prevent theft.
ing together on their toy drive.
Questions can be directed to
"She has a lot of loyal regulars who participate every either Officer Jeannette Emert
year," Cordoba continued, "The at 823-6268 or Carla Cordoba
police department was accept- at 823-3453.

UCF Police responded to the cam-

The suspect was attempting to
. le~ve the library when he set off the
secµ,rity alarms at the entrance to
: the library. He returned to the circu~
. •lafion.?desk'
where he
took' all of his
-'- ' -. -- ·:·:-: ->~
1
• p0oks out of his book bag. When he
ih .
!>
attempted to gMhrOuth: tile security
again set off
. g~te a'seccmd time,
' the security alaI1IJS. When he went
)jack to the circulatim:i qesk, be took
. 40'pages which had beentorn out of
. w~rary~owueJ:l · rn~gw.t~~s, in .h is
'

::!:::c-:(·...... -

he

w,~~go~. b~g. Xhe sqspe9~~: ~d~tt~d to

(iVIgfioe'tliat he had !~r~ th~, pages
" gut

of the magazines.' .

· The ' library is willing t9 ' press
charges. The tWO mag~es that
,-were damaged are worth $25.90.
Tl}.<; suspect offered tQ make restitq··- tio~;;td tht\.library,,for th¢ damage to
thb mag~ines . .
0

JN OTHE]l UCFPD .REPORTS:
•In the ongoing vandalized vending machine case, another one was
found damaged .in the women's
restroom next to room 103 in the
Visual Arts Building on Oct 24.
It appeared that someone had
forced open the coin box by hand.

•

no money
was found. ·

f?USJibrary on Oct. 27 after library

. worker Yvette Monroe reported an
· fittell;lpted theft of lib:rary magazine
· pages.

•

There was
still product
in
the
machine but

By GWEN R. RHODES
Assistant News Editor

•Student vehicle decals continue
to be stolen from cars parked on
campus. ~on Oct. 26, Philip J. Ryan
ill, reported his vehicle parking

•

decal was stolen from his maroon,
two.do.o r Nissan while it was
parked' ~n the ~oUrth level of the
West Parking Gar@.ge,
The decal was stolen sometime .
between the' hours of 10 ' a.m. and '
4:30 p.m. on Monday, Oct.19. He is ·
willing to prosecute~

t

•CaQda9~ Proferes tepm;teq het .
wallet\stol~Il. from the study area .
across frpm 'the circu1atiop desk on
Oct'J2s. The wallet was stolen.during a 20-minute" period when
Proferes went to use the telephone
beside the elevators.
She i!!ft her wallet, purse, books
and ~, ring ixing,bnJop of the d~
when she went to use the phone.
The wallet is a brown~ Liz
Claiborne bifold. Itcontaineda Visa
check card from Space Coast Credit
Uniont a Discover credit card, her
Florida driver's license, a miniature
birth certificate, about $10 and various pictiires.
The total overall value :is about
$90. She is willing to press charges.

•.
•

•

•·

.
•
·I

The regular All Campus Card office hours are Mon.-Thur.8a.m.-6p.m.,Fri.8a.m.-Sp.m.,Sat. 9a.m.-12 noon.
For more information, call us at 407.823.3072, or visit our website at pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-udcard
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New senators, new start for Senate

TEXTBOOKS ...
which I highly recommend. However, this
Ossie Palla served
is a conflict of interest considering he's not
as one of three UCF
in SGA anymore and did run against me,"
staff members repreThe first session of the 31st Student Murphy said.
sented at the Senate
Senate started on Thursday, Oct. 22.
What Murphy, Maxwell, the senators, and
Retreat. Palla is the
Student Government
Jaimie Halscott, pro-tempore for the administration do agree on is ho_w benefiSenate, discussed his responsibility to the cial the Senate Retreat was which was held
Advisor an,d came to
30 new senators and 15 current senators.
UCF after three years of being the
the weekend after the first session . .
Mike Shutley, the chief justice of the
This retreat was a senate-run seminar in Embry/Riddle Aeronautical University's
Judicial Council, swore in the new senators Tampa for new and returning senators to SGA Advisor. She said the retreat went
by having them sign The Code of Ethics. · learn about the procedures of the Senate very well.
The Club and Organization (C&O) and and to get to know each other better.
"I was extremely impressed with the
Organizations Appropriations and Finance
Senator Anna Berger said she was very attentiveness and participation of the new
(OAF) committees were formed during the impressed with the retreat and the other Senators."
meeting. The Chair of each committee senators in attendance.
Some of the retreat topics that senators
stood up to be recognized by the Senate ..
"There was a chance for everyone to bond learned about included Parliamentary
Richard Maxwell, Senate president, which will make things easier later when Procedures, How to Pass a Bill, and How to
assigned senators to serve on the commit- business is presented to Senate," she said.
Handle the Press.
tees and stated the obligations each committee has.
Five bills were also on the session's agen~
da. Maxwell explained the bill voting procedures to the new senators. To "favor" is
to be for the bill, to "oppose" is to be
against it, "to be present" is not to be either
in favor of or opposed to the bill, and to
vote "sustained" means not wanting to be
involved in the bill at all. The Senate
passed all five bills.
What came as a surprise for most new
senators that night is what is called the.
'open forum.' This is a time for students to
address anything that concerns them to the
Senate.
During Thursday's open forum, former
senator Dominic Fariello stated that he
believes the current problems with student
Photo by Kevin Colber
government lay with the SGA President
Dan
Quayle
poses
with
members
of
Student
Government
after
his
speech
on Thursday.
Jason Murphy.
Fariello went on to say, "Certain students
In regards to the ·information presented,
and . administration that should remain
Maxwell presented most of the topics,
nameless have asked me to do an investiga- Berger said it was very informative.
which he tried to make fun, easily undertion into Murphy."
"We learned a lot and the new senators standable, and educational. In teaching the
However, Fariello assured the Senate that took in a lot of stuff. The information was senate statutes, which the SGA relies on for
Murphy was not considered at fault for any- broken down so it was easily understood," their procedures, Maxwell imitated the old
thing.
game of Hollywood Squares. Instead of
Berger said.
Some senators did not understand why
"A lot of background information goes celebrities there were senators which he
this should be done and questioned into the SGA like who they should fund, rotated so everyone became involved.
Fariello's motives.
Looking at the new Senate, Maxwell statwhy they should be funded, and how do
Senator Troy Gould said to Fariello dur- they fund," new Senator Michelle Cano ed his expectations.
ing the meeting, "You ran against him in said.
"The Senate should be held more responthe Presidential Campaigns."
New Senator Kristian Cosme said he sible and look on both sides of the fence
Jason Murphy was attending a Florida learned how the SGA worked and about its before deciding on an issue."
Student Association meeting
effectiveness. "I didn't know a lot of
He also has expectations for the execuin Jacksonville that evening and was unable SGA's impact until this retreat," Cosme tive branch. "I would like to see this branch
to attend the meeting. He said he believes said.
The first session overwhelmed get along with the other two branches of
the matter seems to be personal.
Cosme and Cano, but both are eager to start government. Senators should be recognized
"Any student at any time can speak, a productive year in the government.
for their work," he said.
By SHELLEY WILSON
Staff Writer
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You've gotta
have 'em, so
why spend
more than you
have to? At
Shopping.com
you can buy
your books
onllne and save
up to 460/o on
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Considering college for the first time
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer
Po Glavin left her native Indonesia as a
17-year-old bride of a U.S. Navy office twoand-a-half decades ago.
At that time she thought she would want
nothing more from her life than to be a wife
and mother to her three children. She was
very happy to stay at home.
"But the kids grew up," she said.
"Now what do I do?"
Glavin said when er oldest daughter,
Kelli, went away to c lege, she started to
think about what she anted to do with the
rest of her life. Previo sly, she said, she had
never thought about ther options . for her
life.
aid to me, 'Mom, you
should go to college.' e thought had never
crossed my mind," s e said. "I wasn't raised
to think about colleg . I raised my daughters
to think about it, bu it wasn't something I
thought about form ."
Kelli, who is n w a teacher in Maine,
thinks her mother ould be a great teacher

as well. But Glavin is just not sure.
"I think I'll just take classes .and figure
out what I want," she said. "I feel like I have
a second start in life, I want to make sure I
get it right."
Glavin said she enjoyed the first part of
her life, she is just looking for something to
occupy her time and her mind. She said she
is still happily married to Dave, who brought
her to this country and with whom she has
travelled all over the world.
"But now that the kids are all out of the
house, it's time for me," she said. "Dave said
I'm getting too American, but he supports
me in whatever I want to do."
She said she has met several Indonesian
students at UCF since she enrolled at the
start of the Fall semester. She noted that
there is a very diverse student population at
the university. She likes that.
"No matter who you are, how old you are
or where you're from," she said, "you can
find someone who you have something in

common with. I like that. Some places we
have lived are very white, if you know what
I mean, and it's hard to fit in places like that
if you're different. UCF isn't like that."
Glavin said she is leaning toward a business degree, but she also wants to study foreign languages.
"I suppose I could do both," she said.
For now, she's taking classes and having a good time.
"I'm already an old freshman," she
laughed. "I can wait a little while to declare
my major."
Glavin said she thinks education, whether
it is in college or on one's own is important.
After all, she said, we have to make ourselves better in order to grow.
"I never thought about college," she said.
"but I was always learning something."
If you or someone you know is an older student attending the University of Central
Florida, let me know about it. E-mail a note
to me at wordgal@rocketmail.com with your
name, your phone number and the best time
to reach you.

November 4, 1998

Titanic to show
for Homecoming
By NICOLE KING
News Editor
UCF Homecoming is Nov. 14.
Some of the events scheduled
for that week include:

Graduation participants at the
main branch must pick up their
tickets between Dec. 7 and 12 at
the UCF Bookstore. Candidates
may order and pick up tickets at
their area campus. Tickets must
be ordered Nov. 16-21. At the
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•Tuesday, Nov.
10-movie 8 p.m.
Titanic at the
Reflecting Pond
•Wednesday, Nov. 11Veteran's Day, No school.
Carnival at the UCF Arena
4-9 p.m.
•Thursday, Nov. 12-Skit
Knight, 8 p.m. at UCF Arena
•Friday, Nov. 13-Spirit
Splash(pep rally) at the
Reflecting Pond, 3 p.m.
•Saturday, Nov. 14-Parade at
11 a.m. in downtown
Orlando, game against Ball
State at 4 p.m.
•The new UCF ID cards will
be issued from Nov. 5 through
Nov. 19 in the Crossroads
Cafeteria in the Student
Resource Center. All faculty,
staff and students are required
to get one. After the end of the
fall term, the cmTent ID cards
will nn longer work for any
campus service.
If a new card is not obtained
during the- above dates, there
will be a $10 fee and a $15
replacement fee. For more
information contact http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfcard
•The Student Accounts and
Loans/Collection offices will be
moved to Trailor #541 beginning on Oct. 9. Telephone
extensions will remain the
same. Student Accounts should
return to AD 11 L-112 by Nov.
30.
•A v~ry large black and white
mounted poster of the Cannes
Film Festival poster featuring
the film Casablanca was stolen
from the Film Division i1 the
Communications
Building.
Room 185. There is a reward.
Contact Professor Jones at 8233309 with any information.·
•Fall 1998 commencement
will be held Dec. 19 at the UCF
Arena. Each candidate who participates in the event will
receive guest tickets based on
the amount of seats available
· and the number of participants.
Commencement times are:
•8 a.m. College of Arts and
Sciences, 6 tickets per person
• 11 :30 a.m. Colleges of
Education and Engineering, 8
tickets per person
•3 p.m. College of Health
and Public Affairs, 9 tickets
per person
•6:30 p.m. College of
Business Administration. 8
tickets per person

Brevard campus, contact the
BCC Bookstore. At the Daytona
Beach campus, contact the
Administrative Services Office.
A photo ID will be requested
upon pick up. Doctoral candidates and platform party guests
must contact the Constituent
Relations Office at (407) 8236609 for tickets.
•The Student Union has begqn
offering "notary pub°Iic" services. Contact Chuck Gallo at
823-2117 for an appointment.

~.

...................................

There's a lot riding on today's baseball game. It's your son's first time in the
starting line-up - and he's counting on you to be there when he steps up to

•On Sunday, Nov. 8, at the
Student Union, there wm be a
15k Skate Race, 5k Run, 5k Fun
Roll:

the plate. Relax. Because you can count on us to get you
there ... on an expressway system that's safe, efficient,
well-run and well-maintained by people who care about

8 a.m. 15k Skate: $14
9 a.m. 5k Run: $14
9:45 a.m. 5k Fun Roll: $10
Registration for any two
events: $20, add $4 after Nov. 1.
All three events: $25, add $5
after Nov. 1 UCF Students,
Staff, Alumni $5 off each event.
Preregistration will be at
UCF's Wellness Center 8235841. Safety equipment is also
required to participate. Hard
shell helmets are required for all
skaters.
Race Day Registration begins
at 7:15 a.m.
There will also be special
appearances by Knightro and
Glycerine. T-shirts, door prizes,
music, beverages, bagels, and
refreshments will available as
well as a post race party by local
companies.
•A holiday toy drive will be
sponsored by the UCF Police
Department and the Student
Alumni
Association.
Unwrapped toys will be collected from Nov. 2 to Dec. 11 and
will be donated to the XL106.7
Baby DJ Fund.
The drop-off locations are:
•The UCF Police Department
•The Student Alumni
Association Office
(Administration Building
Room 340)
•The Student Union (box
near the information desk).
Arrangements can also be
made for the toys to be picked
up at other departments on campus by calling Officer Emert at
823-6268.
•The Utah State Wind Quintet
will perform at UCF in the
Rehearsal Hall at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 9. Admission is free.

Central Florida's transportation needs.

AUTHORITY
ORLANDO-ORANGE COUNTY

http://www.oocea.com

Interested in
FREE. textbooks?
Your
.On-Campus
Bookstore Is
Offering 15
spnng
semester
Textbook
I

Scholarships~

Enter Now
Through
Nove·mber 16
To Apply For
A Textbook·
Scholarship

•

•

•
•
•

· Come visit the UCF
Bookstore for entry criteria

•
•
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Diversity Duo offers unique
perspective on .tolerance

BUTT·UGL\'f
Nobod.1- has to know
0~1.1~£
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AT&T Wireless Career Fairs -Please ATTEND!!
Part time and Full time opportunities ...

November 5th: 9am·2 pm AT&T Wireless Building -12150 Research Parkway
November 12th: 9-12 noon. Marriott Courtyard - 12000 Collegiate Way
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[white people] than you know was a big surprise to me about
about us," Drake explained. the racism in the U.S. but this
presentation taught me how lit"It's a hard thing to sell to
"'The biggest problem with people but let's see if it's true." tle I really know about minoriDrake and Iannuzzo quizzed ty cultures."
multiculturalism and diversity
The sixth annual Diversity
is that people of color know the students on different cateWeek was presented by the
more about white people than gories. To begin with,
white people know about peo- the black team was given fiv~ Office of Diversity Initiatives.
ple of color," Randolph Drake popular cities (Amsterdam, The Diversity Duo was one of
said during a two-hour presen- Berlin, Paris, etc.) and they had the many presentations held
tation held during UCF's sixth to name which country the throughout the week. The
annual Diversity Week, Oct. cities are in. 'fhe team scored office does this every year to
19-23 .
five out of five.
help fulfill its goal of introducDrake is p·art of a two-man
The white team did not do as ing diversity issues to the camteam called the Diversity Duo. well, scoring two out of five. pus and the community. Their
Drake, a gay, black man and his The students knew the
goal is for the university to fosof Cairo
and ter a culture that values and
partner, Mark Iannuzzo, a · locations
white man who grew up in · a Johannesburg but did not know manag·es similarities and difvery conservative town in where to find Kinshasa, ferences, enhances productiviOregon, combine both emotion Nairobi
. ty, and provides all UCF indiand stand-up comedy to and Kampala on a map.
viduals with opportunities to
address all aspects of diversity.
Category number two was realize their full pot~ntial.
They tour college campuses colleges. Each member of the
"Each year Diversity Week
across the country with thought white team was asked to
touches more people by involvprovoking, interactive presen- name five predominately black ing them in planning activities
tations on topics ranging from colleges. Only one member or by offering diverse program
racism to sexual orientation.
was able to do this. On the options for UCF and the
"I encourage you to learn other hand, the black team had greater Orlando metropolitan
about people who are different no problem naming five pre- community," said Valarie King,
from you," Drake said.
dominately white colleges.
director of the Office of
Embracing multiculturalism is
Other categories, such as Diversity
just one of the lessons the slang, dances, literature, lan- Initiatives. "One of the purposDiversity Duo advocated. The guages, film, television show es for offering a week of diverimportance of developing rela- theme songs and famous peo- sity .related activities is to give
tionships with people different ple, produced similar results. people opportunities to learn
from yourself and learning The black team won by a land more about one or more issues
about other cultures was key in slide and the point was proven. that may not
Student Kimberly Haven, a be addressed in most courses,
their presentation.
.·A half an hour into it, music participant in the game show, but be.cause of their signifibegan playing and Drake and · said, "The last two hours with cance, will probably have some
Iannuzzo took on the roles of the diversity duo was real. I'm impact on the quality of their
game show hosts. Six students a psychology major and have lives in interaction with othwere chosen from the audience taken various courses relating ers," she said. "As has been
and were split into two teams: to diversity and race, but this noted, diversity is the one thing
the black team and the white was two men who are very we all have in common."
diverse and just being real in
team.
The Office of Diversity·
"It's time to play that game their own experiences," she
we all know and love," Drake said. "It was really wonderful Initiatives is located in Room
said. "The multicultural game to hear the two speak from 329 of the Administration
show."
Building. For more informatheir hearts."
tion check out their web site at
"I
learned
a
lot
about
differ"The secret behind racism is
simply that we [black people] ent cultures," student Scott http://pegasus.cc. ucf edu!-dive
rse.
know more about you
Longmuir said. "Nothing
By SARAH SEKULA
Staff Writer

'OAMMA WOrks~ to ·raise awareness
By SJIELL~Y WILSON

•

Join Locos for Breakfast
Mon Thi;u Fri starting at 9 am

Featuring for $2.99
Freshly Cooked 2 Eggs, Bacon,
Hashbrowns, and Toast
Jumbo 22 oz Coffee 99 cents
Jumbo To Go Soda 99 cents
Locos is a proud sponsor of UCF's Homecoming!
282-1900 •Fax 282;.1905 •Located in the UCF Student Union

,_ HCF community,
."The beauty pf GAMMA is
,that w.e regulate ourselves and I

said be believes that GAMMA
makes people more responsible
about their actions.
"We do handle the situation if
One of the lnterfraternity ·know from being in a fraternity
Council's {IFC} risk manage~ · that GAM¥Ns programs are , one happens at a party or an
event. The executive board
ment teams is' GAMMA needed," he said.
Flood also said most students brings up that person for
(Greeks Advocating the Mature
Management of Alcohol). don't know what GAMMA accountability," Baker said.
Fines are given at the discreGAMMA's purpose is to create does or anything about the, pro~
tion of the GAMMA members.
alcohol awareness' and help grams it offers.
regulate and monitor social . "It is up to the representatives All minor violations are $50
events.
to inform members and then for the first offense and douOne representative from the members infonn students of bled for each offense after that.
All major violations start at
Panhellenic (sorority) Council what this program does."
and a representative from IFC
One of those programs is a $150 with $100 added for the
(fraternity) serve as co-chairs weekly
meeting
on second and third offense.
Kelley Shoemaker serves as
of GAMMA. There are also Wednesdays a~ noon in the
four committees under these Student Union. Topics ranging the co-chair on the panhellenic
co-chairs:
Education, from Alcohol and RUSH, side. She said although the vioEnforcement, Public Relations, Hazing, Drinking and Driving, lations are the same, there is a
and the Secretary.
and Date Rape are discussed in difference in who receives
Trent Flood, recently appoint- the meetings. They are open for them.
ed to the Public Relations all students to attend and ask
"Fraternities usually host the
parties and receive the fines,"
Committee of GAMMA, said questions.
Scott Baker serves as the co- Shoemaker said.
he sees the program as a big
plus for both the Greek and chair -On the fraternity side and
Staff Writer

.,
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Quayle calls for honest leadership
From PAGE I
U.S. history.
"What America really wants is
honest, straight-talking, counigeous leadership," Quayle said. He
asked whom the audience thought
of when leadership came to mind.
Quayle talked about the space program and President Kennedy's
promise "to put a man on the
moon." Quayle also referred to
Rosa Parks and how her actions
led to the Civil Rights Movement.
"These leaders had a vision and
when you have leadership and
vision, you have to possess
courage." .
Leadership, Quayle believes,
requires responsibility which is a
characteristic not lately shown.
"Honoring your responsibilities,
choosing right from wrong, and
answering for your actions are
virtues I don't see today," he said.
His final thought on leadership
was directed to National Defense.
Quayle
said
the
current
Commander-In-Chief does not
have the credibility to make
important decisions about National
Defense.
"I agreed with the response of
cruise missiles after our Embassies
were bombed. However, the questions raised by the media were
along the lines of 'Wag the Dog'."
In mentioning the Clinton scandal, Quayle said after the upcoming elections the impeachment

proceedings will resume.
''This is not a complicated case.
You don't need to be a rocket scientist or have a law degree to
answer this question: 'Is perjury an
impeachable offense?"'
One of the options the Senate and
House has is to censor the
President which Quayle is strictly
opposed to.
"You do not censor the President
for wrong doing. You impeach
him." The president's position
would be affected if that were to
happen Quayle said.
"Censoring may be a way of saving this President, but it weakens
the Presidency."
Quayle believes there is a great
cause worth fighting for which is
the family.
"One thing we ought to do is cut
taxes for the American family and
focus on excellence in education.
Education," Quayle continued,
"should not be a national concern
but a local responsibility."
The social security program
needs reforming Quayle said, not
cutting.
"I wouldn't change anything for
people age 45 and up but give
options for people age 44 and less.
They can invest their own money
for retirement so we can dramatically cut their social security tax."
Quayle then took questions from
the audience. One of those regarded his future ambitions for his
political career.

"This is a very intelligent group
here that cares deeply about politics," he said. "I believe it is
incumbent upon one of us to run
for president in the year 2000."
Quayle then clarified what might
have been his reasoning for coming here. "If one rises to the occasion in this room which I think one
will, others in this room needs to
support that one running."
Quayle said if he does run,
restoring the government's image
will be his No. I challenge. "The
way you return respectable, credible authority to the White House is
have a leader who is honest with
America and takes the heat even if
his ideas are controversial.
American people respect that
more."
Fred Piccolo said he knew
Quayle would be an ideal speaker.
"We thought impeachment was a
hot topic to discuss due to the coming elections."
Piccolo said.he worried about the
conflict of the shuttle launch happening the same day.
"It's a tough choice, but I can't
blame anybody for choosing either
one," he said.
Despite Piccolo's fears, many
students did turn out for the speech
and some agreed strongly with
what Quayle had to say.
Jeff Douglass attended and said,
"Education was emphasized which
is very big · for UCF and the
American people," he said.

From music to food,
students enjoy C-day
From PAGE I
wings, barbecue chicken,
corn, salad, and deserts.
Donations were made by
Papa John's, Apple Deli,
Boston Market, Froggers and
Darden Foods.
"The food was excellent," .
said. Kimberly Richards, a 24year-old Advertising/Public
Relations student, "especially
for a picnic environment. The
desserts were really good."
Students used the cool,
overcast day to eat the free
food and enjoy the time out of
class. , Some threw a football
and others played volleyball.
Many sat and talked to one
another while listening to the
disc jockey play songs ranging from Jimmy Buffett's
"'fylargaritaville,"
to
the
Beastie Boy's ,.Intergalactic."
,, Raffle tickets were handed
out to students as they
arrived. Donated prizes given
out included gift certificates
form The Orlando Sentinel
and free oil changes from
Don Olson Auto.
, Faculty aud students agreed
that they enjoyed the time
together outside of the class-

room.

uwe do things so formally
most of the time; it is nice tQ
be in a different setting,·~ said
Dr. Mike Meeske, director of
the
School·
of
Communications. "I think it
is a great chance for faculty
and students to talk on a different level. I just wish we
would get more of both out to
this event."
Mike Bardos, a 21-year-old
Radio/Television major, said
he enjoyed the afternoon at
Lake Claire.
"This is a great way to meet
new people you may have
seen in class," said. Bardos ..
"The weather really cooperated with this event. Perfect
weather."
Quote's member Richards
also said she enjoyed the
social advantages of "C-day."
"This is my first time," she
said, " and I think it is a lot 6f
fun. I talked to people I have
never met before. It is.a nice
atmosphere."
The UCF Quotes club,
sponsor:ed by the Florida
Public Relations Association,
has put on ''C-Day" since
1985.
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Year 2000 bug won't affect veteran's benefits
,,.l@SIMg~~:-J{]B$;lti}

By DANIEL F. MCMULLAN
Staff Writer
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Program (Chapter
35), or Vocational
Rehabilitation and ·
Counseling Program Chapter 31. Of those
1,000, Atwell said, about 800 are Vietnam
or Operation Desert Storm veterans.
Lyle Hopkins, a 24-year-old U.S. Navy
veteran, receives $528 per month from the
active duty GI Bill when he attends full
time. He is not too worried about the Y2K
Bug and its predicted problems.
"I would lose about a year's worth of
benefits," the freshman finance major
said. "I could go without it, but it would
be tough."
.
While Hopkins could possibly get by,
other veterans would suffer immensely
from a disruption in benefits. For example, a veteran with a spouse and child,
attending full time under Chapter 31,
which is for veterans who suffered one or
more injuries while on active duty, would
have problems if the benefits stopped
even for a short time. The VA pays the veteran's tuition, books , supplies and fees.
He or she receives $604.92 per month
subsistence allowance. Sounds good, but

UCF student veterans can breathe easy
when the clock strikes midnight, Dec.
31 , 1999, according to the Department of
Veterans' Affairs' Joseph Thompson. The
'Year 2000 Bug,' or Y2K, is being confronted with vigorous action.
"We have made tremendous progress to
ensure veterans' benefits programs are
ready for the millennium change," said
the Under Secretary for Benefits, "We are
committed to renovation plans that continue the VA's mission of the timely delivery
of benefits to our nation's veterans in the
year 2000 and beyond."
There are approximately 1,000 students
attending UCF using veterans educational
benefits, according to Ron Atwell, director of UCF's Office of Veterans' Affairs.
Some use their Montgomery GI Bill
Chapter 30 (active duty), while others
attend . using ·the GI Bill Chapter 1606
(Selected Reserve), Veterans Educational
Assistance
Program
(VEAP),
Dependents' Educational Assistance

1 5 °/o
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full time. A disruption in the subsistence allowance could be
disastrous.
"I would have to go to work full time
and attend night school," said Norm
Revelle, a U.S . Navy veteran. "But how
would I pay for it? If I'm not 'getting my
monthly check, the school's not getting
their money either."
All benefits are disbursed by the
Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA).
In fiscal year 1997, VBA paid about $23
billion in benefits to at least 4.4 million
veterans and their dependents. Will those
4.4 million people continue to receive
benefits when they wake up on January 1,
2000?
Since Dec. 31 and Jan. 1, 2000 fall on
federal holidays, the Compensation and
Pension check date of payment will be
Dec. 30, 1999. This will allow engineers
an additional month to detect and solve
any problems that may arise when the
year 2000 begins. VBA is also examining
other benefit payment systems to deter-

f a cu It y a n d

The VA also reports it has renovated 94
percent of more than 300 applications
supporting 11 mission critical system
areas reflecting VA business functions,
including compensation and pension, loan
guarantees, insurance, and medical computer and corporate administration systerns. The department also has validated
84 percent and implemented into production 61 percent of the applications.
By the end of 1998, the VA hopes to
have tested its ability to provide year2000-compliant benefits. Since the problem was first detected, the VA has enacted
a four-phase approach for correction:
awareness, renovation, validation and
implementation.
Once a problem is identified with software, the application is modified, replaced
or eliminated. The renovation was completed in September. The validation of
new or changed code for date handling is
s~heduled for completion in January
1999. The VA hopes to implement all
applications by March 1999.
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Prediction tells us more
than we want to know
acted on it, using your survival Perhaps the psychic was not preskills to stay alive, without you my dicting in jest, maybe her crystal
Halloween would not have been ball really did foresee a mass murder on a Florida campus. But so
Have you heard the latest mmor? the memorable one that it was.
But anyway, this scare brings up what? I foresee the reflection pond
It actually isn't a rumor at all,
because a psychic predicted it. It's so many issues I'm not exactly sure turning into a giant bowl of tapioca
an actual bloody event that is sup- where to begin. First of all, I sup- pudding, but that doesn't mean it's
posed to take place sometime in the pose all of you that evacuated from going to happen.
next five years. When did the time- your houses in terror are also the
There is, perhaps, maybe one
frame start? Last Halloween! ones that believe that the world is argument that has any validity to it
Conclusion: many sorority girls going to end in 2000 because surrounding this whole issue. It is
will run horrified from the coziness Majesto the psychic predicted that that some idiot wil1 see this predicof their sorority houses and seek the Yankees would sweep the tion and then try to make it come
shelter at their boyfriend's house Padres in the World Series, and, true himself, which is, in all serifor the next five years, or at least as using logic, then all his predictions ousness, quite frightening. But
are correct. And I suppose that even if that were to become a reallong as it takes them to graduate.
If you didn't hear this most you're also the ones that ca11 the ity, the chances are slim to none
alarming of predictions than you psychic hotlines to find out things that this crazed maniac would
were probably safely out of range that you already knew like: you' re come knocking on your door. My
of
any
sorority
member. a human, you have parents, you crack numbers team multiplied
Supposedly some respected psy- either will or will not get married five years by the number of days in
chic, now there's an oxymoron, in the future, someday you will die. a year and that turns out to .be 1825
predicted that there will be a mass These are amazing insights indeed. days (good job guys!). I'm sure
murder at one of the five major Perhaps we should call one of these that there's some other equation
state Florida colleges, and that it lines and see exactly what day this that we could do that would factor
would happen in a building that massacre was going to happen, and · in the five state colleges factor, but
was in the shape of a C or an H. I then maybe we could have no my team is worn out already so
guess this prediction was made on classes!
leave them alone. The point is that
some talk show and ever since
Another thing that bothered me on the off chance that such a situasorority girls have been fleeing about the panic surrounding this tion would arise, it probably
from their houses like interns from news is the irony of its release right wouldn't affect any of us anyway.
the president. .
around Halloween. Now if that just
And now back to the real world.
Personally I hadn't heard of this isn't the darndest coincidence. But After hearing the news and then
most recent crisis until Halloween then again there is no telling what laughing for what seemed like days
was . well und~rway. But when I the intricacies of the psychic mind I then began to realize the gravity
was informed there was only one . hold within. Maybe the announce- of the situation. Someone on telesuitable reaction-sheer laughter. I ment could have come just as easi- vision could say just about anyam so pleased by this new predic- ly on Christmas, haven't you ever thing and we would believe it. It is
tion that I find it hard to contain seen the slasher flick "Silent Night, really a frightening concept, more
myself. The prediction itself was Deadly Night", it's an absolute frightening than any "Friday the
funny enough, but when I started to masterpiece. Have we completely 13th"-like killer. It is a sign of the
hear about mass evacuations and lost any sense of reality? growing control that television and
cops being hired to guard houses I Halloween is all about illusion, and the media has on us. Like monkeys
could barely hold myself together I'm sure the masked magician we fear what they tell us to fear, no
from the aching in my belly caused would agree with me, and it is the matter how ridiculous the source.
by laughter. Before I go on, I feel it illusion that may scare us at some Suddenly, I am a little frightened
only polite to thank all of you that points but always puts us at ease myself. Hey UCF, the sky is
took this prediction to heart and because we know it is counterfeit. falling.
By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor
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Knights, where's the support?
The question: Who doe.s not get any support? The
answer: The University of Central Florida football team. It
seems to be a sad fact that the 5 and 1 football team of
Central Florida has not been getting the support they
deserve. Every sunday Orlando Sentinel sports page has the
Florida Gators and the Florida State Seminoles on the front
page, and they aren't even in the Orlando area. To find the
Knights, you have to flip through a few pages before you
see a small, half column article about the team. It's sad and
frustrating.
The atmosphere at school is one of the student body and
the staff not really domg much to promote the games or the
team. I will see a poster or two of Daunte Culpepper on the
door of a professors office, and that's great, but what about
the rest of the team? If you were to just attend school and
did not search the newspaper, you would probably not know
if the team was playing that week or not. I heard a nuinber
of people ask, "How did the football team do this weekend?" and the sad thing was, the Knights had the weekend
off. The only promotion that I have seen on campus for a
football game was during parents weekend, when there was
a big sign at the entrance of campus for a pep rally. That's
jt,
It's sad that team that is this good and has a Hei::;man
Tr9_ppy candidate, Culpepper, doesn't get any support from
ft'·& school ,with pep rally's. signs, or news about th~ team.
They also do not get support from the community papers or
residents. I would really like to see the school do something for the team, and the lac.al papers give them some
exposure other than a small article on the fifteenth page of
the,sports section. Who knows, if Daunte Culpepper wip~
ithe fleisman, the Knights may make the cover of the pape.:r.
Be.PROUD of your UCF Knights!

•

-Steve Becker

Did you see this accident?
On Sept. 11, 1998 at noon in front of the Fairwinds Credit
Uniop. main office on North Alafaya Trail, Kirk
Maravalo,36, was.. involved in an accident while traveling in
' the bike lane. Maravalo was in a coma for ten days and will
now require a mini~um of one year of rehabilitation and
constant supervision. Maravalo's family is asking witnesses
to come forward with any information on the accident. They
may be contacted in Orlando at (407~207-2579 and after
Nov. 5 in Southbend, Ind. at (219)233-3066.
-Cyd Maravalo ·

Rugby complains of no support
As I was reading an article in the Future (Oct 28) about an
·· increase in tuition for new women's teams, I was enraged;
and not just by the price hike in tuition. I am a member of
the UCF Women's Rugby Club. We, as a team, love the
honor of playing for UCF, and we're pretty good at it, too.
Last year we began the season as #I in the Southeast._ In a
.short 3 years we have placed first in numerous tournaments,
had half our team qualify as Collegiate All-Stars, and had 3
All-Americans on the team, yet we are not a team. It is the
unsupportive spirit here at UCF which angers me so. From
the fact that it is almost impossible to get any publicity for
« oµr accomplishments to the slap in the face by SGA, we
,~idoµ't have it easy.
, The shame of it all is that due to lack of acknowledge!Ilent (and graduation) there may not be enough girls to field
ateamnext year. We have a winning tradition to uphold,
but most likely UCF's name will not be feared as it once
was.
So what does all this glory have to do with the tuition
increase:?
·WeU, when a major collegiate sport, like Rugby is over
looked for synchronized swimming, water polo, archery,
badmitton, BOWLING, fencing, and team hand ball(?),
there is something wrong with our school. Rugby was not
mentioned once in the article and I'm sure it was not on the
ininds of the committee members assembled to discuss the
tuition increase.
But, donit fret, with or without the Title IX funds the
UCFWRC wiU live on, after all, it is a tough sport, but at
the very least we should have a fair chance to be considered.
Thank you. Oh, and by the way, maybe the reason why no
one showed up to the this committee meeting was because
no one knew it was taking place. I know about 25 angry
"Ruggers" who would have shown up.

-Nicole Davis
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This week we begin a new series of
reviews intended to enlighten those of
you with jaded ears but open hearts.
Sometimes the outpouring of second
rate promos leaves our palate quite
bitter, and I'm sure yours, too. What
an easy solution it is to extend our
critical vision beyond next week and
see what stands up over the course of
music history. Let us begin with:

higher plane of intelligence and clarity. That may sound odd but the
vocals, although inconsistent, carried
a harmonious message. Progression
Sessions and LTJ Bukem are ahead
of their time. This CD could really be
considered ahead of its time, a mix
that brings an advanced, technological yet spiritual style of music to the
people.

-Mercedes McElmurry

Grooverider
Mysteries of Funk
(Higher
Ground/Columbia)

LTJ Bukem
Featuring MC Conrad
Progression Sessions
(Good Looking
Records)
LTJ Bukem's latest CD takes listeners on a musical journey with
smooth, relaxing jungle beats.
Progression Sessions is the sixth
compilation CD produced by his
label, Good Looking Records·. If for
some reason jungle's fast, hard beats
didn ' t appeal to your senses then you
will definitely enjoy this laid ba-t:k
approach to the music. Each song
was contributed by a different musician and combined perfectly to create
a most pleasurable listening experience. Its hard to pick favorite songs
because each one lifted you up to

Often times, a DJ as inspiring ·and
visionary as Grooverider, finds themselves in the spotlight still wearing
their proverbial baby diapers. Then,
after massive popularity, soil their
cottons and fall off into has been
obscurity. It's nice to see that, 15
years after Grooverider first surfaced
on South London pirate radio, he has
only just hit his stride. Mysteries of
Funk is, quite simply, as masterful as
anything released under the drum and
bass microscope to date. More concise than last years Roni Size double

CD. album, it is a transformation
from the familiar skiddish, slinky
bass beats of the Bristol crew, into a
spatial journey of mind and body: .
Everything Grooverider has encountered in fifteen years is here: the acid
house, the funk, the tech step and
even the emerging fusion of self-sufficient. instrumentals, (trumpet, stand
up bass, drum skins) it's all here.
The album works as a fluid mix of
styles, but there are a few standout
tracks which, if Columbia get's their
promo pugs in gear, could find their
way onto playlists around the world at the very least, Grooverider is a shoo-in for the new Volkswagen mar- .
keting campaign. I also strongly recommend that you check out the DJ's
web site @ http://
www.grooverider.com. What you'll
see is a luminous and imposing figure gradually emerge from the "Tronlike" backdrop greeting you into the
well paced, perhaps 'timeless'
Grooverider universe. Fitting, to say
the very least.

-Marcel Spindae

Big Shirley
Funkasm
(King Snake Records)
Big Shirley has put out another
funkadelic CD. This Orlando hometown group has earned their popularity for bringing listeners great, jazzy
funk. You can't help but get into the
music with the sensuous saxophone,
trumpet, classic drums, ht1mming
guitar strings and soulful vocals, this
band has got it all. Funkasm is a
combination of disco, jazz and just
pure funk that places it in a category
all by itself. "Bleed," the fourth track

starts off with a trumpet, trombone
and saxophone introduction that just
screams talent. Each song brings
reality about humans closer to the
surface, if we as a society could just
tell it like it is, the way Big Shirley
do, life would be simpler. For that
reason, we have music that help to
keep us sane and in rotation. Songs
like "Funkasm" break it down and
look at life's pleasures and reminds
listeners to enjoy themselves. So treat
yourself and go get this CD.

-Mercedes McElmurry

John Coltrane

f

My Favorite Things
(Atlantic)
Sitting here for more than 13 minutes, staring at a blank screen, thinking, praying: just how am I going to
do this album justice for those who
have yet to hear it? Do I describe
Coltrane's soprano saxophone playing as Eastern inflected transcendence? Do I make mention of Mc
Coy Tyner's tender counterpointed
ivory ballets? Do I talk in the third
person of how the album, especially
"My Favorite Things," sends its listener into a crack in space and time

•

•

•
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBAll:
$1.50 Bud and Bud Light bottles.
TUESDAY NIGHT LlvE:
$2 Coronas from 9-11 P·~·
WEDNESDAY: SouthPark night
$1 SouthPaw longnecks from 9-11 p.m.
THURSDAY: Killians night
$2 Killians pints from 8-10 p.m.
FRIDAY: All
Can Drink
$5 all you can drink Red Dog from 7-9 p.m.
SATURDAY: UCF at Auburn
On the Big Screen! Call to reserve your spot!
SUNDAY: All You Can Eat Wings
NFL Football and $2 Fat Ass Red Dogs all day.

u

Locos is a proud sponsor of UCF's Homecoming!
282-1900 • Fax 282-1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union
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where neither cynicism or ignorance
can harm them? I could say all these
things and I could make no mention
of it's historical significance, that it
was one of the first albums to signal
the changing of the guard from tradition to expressionistic interpretations
of the tradition. Not a single composition is original, they are all old
standards: Rodgers and
Hammerstein, Cole Porter, the
Gershwin's. Names long held as the
author's of popular song, but you'd
. be hard pressed to find a more revolutionary, gallant testament to the
jazzman's courage. All of these
things and more would make a very
strong recommendation indeed.

-Marcel Spindae

next in line drops the name of the
'chiquita dude,' (I have no idea what
this may mean, Sweden's a very isolated place, TV may be her only
respite) Brandon Walsh and his guise
of sensible and responsible, while the
track tells a tale of bar hopping and
toilet bile, the 'chiquita dude' has lost
his cool. Half point you, half point
me. Oh the litanies of punk rock, I
give in! Skip along to track four,
"Domestic Subway," and the black
humor in irony, the "what it appears
to be never is" builds to a crescendo
of psychological neurosis, "you've
'got so many things going your/ way
today but still you are lonely," 2
points me, 1 point you. I win, I stay
right here. Your penance? To tour
eastern China for the next 6 months.
As an aside, I should mention the
inner lyric sleeves are adorned with
the most charmingly thematic
images, subways riding on human
tongues, bowling balls harass lonely
Brunswick pins, even a punk rocker
wielding a banana like a gun, like a
soldier of Andy Warhol. Its the kind
of punk rock familiar enough to call
it pop- I bet Millencoln would be
proud they knocked the sense out of
senselessness. Pop like your
momma's frock!

Millencolin
Same Old Tunes
(Epitaph)

•

They're playing that one up game of
irony with the title I surmise. Ok,
Millencolin, you Swedish bastards,
let the games begin. Let's start with
the first track, "Mr. Clean," obviously a double reference to commercials
and commercial punk rockers. First
point: me. "Chiquita Chaser," the

-Marcel Spindae

Jack Drag
Dope Box
(A&M Records)
(Tongue firmly implanted in cheek,
red like a beet..) Standing up to the
overwhelming demand for senseless
and snooty pop music, Jack Drag
release Dope Box their second full
length album to massive critical
notoriety. Check the latest issue of
Raygun, there you'll find a stunning
photo layout of the band. No mention
of their music, but damn, what a
smooth bunch of mobsters! Pop
Music, is there anything left to say
about it? Jack Drag started out early
on in the 90's, they were immediately
relegated to the indie-pop underground with a couple of 7" singles
and a self consciously frigid rhythm
section. They hovered in this netherland for longer than they would care
to admit. Now, much wiser and
more ambitious, the threesome
release their major label debut and
the results are far from flash and
fame, but there are a few hints of a
future sparkle-in-a-pan. Track three,
"Seem So Tired," rollicks along,
sampling feedback like a bass drum,
casting torrents of confusion over a
mildly syncopated melody. If I
weren' t so tired and confused by the
feedback myself, I'd avoid the comparison, but at their best, these guys
are like a more deserving Weezer.
Over sustained listens - yes, occasionally I do listen to an album more
than once - track 6, "Surfin the
Charles," sticks out like a golden garlic roll. Hushed twinkly keyboards,
cryptic usage of the word "Charles,"
a timorous miked tremolo on the
vocals, these all add up to a fleeting,
but spicely palatable aftertaste of

The new Lanos.
Low down price.
All out car•.

what pop music should be about
every time you turn on the radio.

-Marcel Spindae

,Son·i c Boom

Top 10 Cds
'. l. Black Star- Mos Def &
Kalib Tweli are ...
· 2. Beat Junkies- World
Famous Beat Junkies Vol 2
3. Ladysmith Black

'Mambazo- The Star
4. Beastie Boys- "Body
Movin"' Parts 1 & 2
5. Jurassic 5- "Concrete
> Schoolyard"
. 6~ Bob Dylan- Live At The
Royal Albert Hall
'7. Red Snapper- Making
F

Bones
· 8 •.V/A- House Our Youth
c<r. 2000
9. Slick Sixty- The Wrestler
10. Scratch Perverts- B-Boys

<fRevenge

' *1

Nttbira Sedan starts at $12,500'"
Nicely-equippedfor $13,810"'

Introducing Daewoo. Exceptional Value, Automatically.
You'll be pleasantly surprised by how much car you'll get for your money with
Daewoo. That's because each of our cars comes well-equipped with features
others may consider options. And, since each car has just one price, there's
· no sales pressure. N<l hassle. It's easy.

· Our ~ Day Test Drive.
:we kn-0w yon can't get a real feel for a,car from just a I 0 min1:1re test drive.

$8,999*

•that's why we lee you borrow a Daewoo for up to three days' with
.unlimited mileage. Take jr to the city. Take it to the country. Take it aroWld
-',_campus and show it off to your friends.

IA11os 3-door
starts at $8,999*

S111artly-equipped
..
for$11,669•

··We've Got You Covered.
~Each one of our amazingly reliable and comfortable cars is so well-built,

we can covel'chem for the first 3 years or 36,000 milestT
-0n alt reguhl.i;sclieduled maintenance. Even oil and
"~per blad~ are included.

.
·

Even On 111e·Road.
You'll also get Daewoo Priority Assistance (24-hour
roadside assistance) for the first 3 years or 36,000
miles snould you need it.

c11c1< tnmm:1·UB+i ·1·m1H~

Cl~ Daev.oo t.ttrAmeri:a, lrx:. "BaselJm ssa.999.1.af()S!)Xsf',.'.ltlll iSS11.669. Base

Ntbl:aSXS12,500. tMlta a>Xslla.'11\ is $13.810. Base Legwa SE
$14.700. l.egirlza roxsro.o..i isS18.910. Prices are 1999MSFP,iWJllgS250 m:stiialblcllarge, asof9/98.Ai!car jJicesexclxletalll!S,license, 111e,opml
~~document inpnbl, regislralDl, rnn:e ~and smog fee ~.'4tlere ~).
.
t No n11eage r~ ctt.'el' must be 18 years ot age or <*lei' vAlll a'laid dri';ers lcEnse and i:root ot i1strcn:e. Not all drivers will QUalify few 1lle test drMl. See sjJJl9
_, see ~ yai quaify. Sim! may have limiel illmJfll of cm avaiati! ra our llnl9 day test dffle. Residcrq restr'.ctions <WY. limitM time offef. See Da9woo me 1rJ
OOtUs. 11 y,'alrantf oo11 program malntelmee ~ avab!lle a1 Olt Daewoo sues.

Leganza Sedan
starts at $14,790*

Luxuriously appointed
for$18,910*

To make it even easier, you can even cake a look at all of the
new Daewoos and get detailed information on our webshe. How's that
for convenient? Just click and go.Or learn more about Daewoo by stopping
by any Daewoo Store or talking to a Daewoo Campus Advisor.
We'll show you how you can gee a Iona car for a little dough.

Daewoo. A new car. A n• experience.

~~DAEWOO
Daewoo of Sanford
4165 North US Hwy 17-92
(407) 323-7808
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Lead Stories
•An October Los Angeles Tunes story described the
coming:Cf-age ritual in the Efik community of
Nigeria, in which young girls endure several weeks in
"fattening rooms," in which they are intensively
overfed and underexercised so that they avoid the stigma of being thin, which to potential suitors indicates
sickliness and infertility. "Beauty is in the weight,"
said a 50-year-old mother who was herself sent to a
fattening room at age 7. Said a village chief, "(P)eople
might laugh at (parents who) didn't have money to
allow (their) child to pass through (this) rite of passage."
•In October, The New York Times reported on the
emerging mental health condition of "uplift anxiety,"
which describes problems incurred by some Prozac
users who become unsettled at their newfound happiness. Such people typically grieve for their former
selves because, in the words of a writer who has overcome depression, 'The most fundamental aspect of
yourself (unhappiness) has been ripped away."
•A parental pamphlet on coping with marijuana use
by kids, written by a Utah criminology professor and
recommended by U.S. Sen. Orrin Hatch, identifies as
a warning sign of dope use "excessive preoccupation
with social issues, race relations, environmental
issues, etc." (Also mentioned, according to an October
Washington Post report, were more traditional telltale
signs such as staying out all night, needing more
money, and showing interest "in Ras Tafari religion.")

Magic Animals

clear out the 5 1/2 tons of droppings. Said the city
manager, "It's a wonder the ceiling didn't collapse."
•July marked the start of a Georgia program, "Better
Brains for Babies: Maximizing Georgia's Brain
Power," to provide a classical-music CD to every
baby born in the state. Gov. Zell Miller was persuaded by research showing that such music energizes
parts of the brain that might otherwise fall permanently into disuse. Even.though Sony supplied the CDs for
free, the cost-effectiveness of the program was in
question, since Miller also said, "I've always thought
the children of Georgia were the smartest anywhere."
•In May, the city of West Haven, Conn., installed a
flashing "Noise Laws Strictly Enforced" sign in order
to encourage tranquillity on the three-mile drive along
the city's picturesque coastline. Several hours later,
the mayor removed the sign because the generator that
powered it was making too much noise.
•A going-away party for retiring U.S. Postmaster
General Marvin Runyon in May, estimated to cost
$45,700 by the board of directors and budgeted at
$82,500, according to a F~eedom of Information Act
request, came in at $120,000. Included were a video
of Runyon's career and travel expenses for out-oftown guests. Runyon, asked about it by NBC News,
called the cost "unfortunate," but said it was a "great
party."
•The Baltimore Sun reported in September that for
a 12-month period in 1997-1998, the "special education" office (for students with particular learning difficulties) of the city school system gave away holiday
cruises and electronic appliances to 2,400 students as
consolation prizes for the system's failure to educate
them. Some of the students are functionally illiterate,
but nearly 150 received prize certificates worth at least
$5,000, with three students getting $30,000 worth.
Some students requested equivalent value in job-training, but were turned down in favor of TV sets, stereos
and fax machines (and computers th~t they did not
know how to use).

ACROSS
1 Insufficiency
5 Cardiff's river
9 Think alike
14 Lazily
15 False god
16 San_, CA
17 Bug off!
18 Skeet target
20 Actress Annie
22 Involve in
argument
23 Learned one
25
Altos, CA
2S Aussie bird
29 Crane's arm
30 Stick up
31 Lupino and
Tarbell
32 Burning
35 Part of IOU
36 Portnoy's penner
37 Split to get
hitched
38 Male heir
39 Entirely physical
40 Legendary tale
41 Highland hat
42 Spanker
43 Algerian port
44 Ironic
45 Squeal
46 Farm enclosure
47 Actress Farrow
48 Pain dispensers
52 Begin
55 boom
56 Denied right to
redeem a
mortgage
59 W. alliance
60 Harden
61 Chromosome
unit
62 Asian sea
63 Tennille and
Morrison
64 Annexes
65 Allow to use
DOWN
1 Speech
impediments
2 For a specific
purpose
3 Fabric
4 Honshu city

©1998 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

5 -tac-toe
6 Contemporary of
Freud
7 Bubble masses
8 Tainted
9 Tijuana ta-ta
1OCaron title role
11 Unspooled
12 Self image
13 Uncountable
years
19 Thorough
examination
21 Moist, sticky
coating
24 Pres. Lincoln
27 Picture border
28 Show to seats
30 Capacious
31 Unreasonable
32 Legendary
Greek author
33 Signal light
34 Michael York
movie
38 _ Springs, NY
39 Necklace units

Solution on
Page 8!

41 Wrap around
42 Sikini part
47 Knights'
weapons
48 Use credit
49 Capture
50 Largest moon in

51
53
54
56
57
58

the solar system
Reprimand
Actress Hatcher
Formerly owned
In shape
Lennon's widow
Plaines, IL

An October Associated Press dispatch reported that
about 1,000 people nuned out on a Sunday night on a
hillside near Alda de la Selva, Spain, t6 caress a l 7by-17-foot rock formation that resembles a toad. The
ENGINEERING STUDENTS
rubbing is said to bring success in love, the lottery and
Opporluntty (or Junior or Senior
civil service exams. And a baby girl born in a suburb
The Pepsi Cola Bottling Company of Orlando, FL is looking for abright,
of Phnom Penh, Cambodia, in May, wi.th scaly lesions
'
self-starting Mechanical or Industrial En~ineering student with_~xcellent
on her back, has been dubbed the "Dragon Baby" who
~""- communication skills to work on apro1ect at our Orlando facility.
brings good luck to anyone (so far, thousands of peoThe pro;ect will involve conducling time studies,
ple) who touches her. (Also in Cambodia: In the
Roger McCown, 20, was arrested inToledo, Ohio,
employees and suppliers, and developing recommendations to improve the
southern town of Sihanoukville, villagers worship two in October after a series of mishaps during two rob- ·
preventative maintenance program at our Orlando plant.
charmed oxen by drinking their urine, and in two
beries. At aconvenience store, according to police,
The successful candidate will receive $9.00 per hour and wilt be required
other towns, people regularly swim in, bathe in and
to work 15·20 hours per week.
·
•
-McCown tried to cut the power cord to disable the
drink the water surrounding a healing-powered turtle
cash register, only to receive a nasty electrical shock.
Interested
candidates
should
sign
up
at
the
Career
Service~ O.(f~(e
and snake, respectively.)
for our November 12 interview schedule.
f' (>·:_,
Then, after asking for a bag to put the money in, he
became confused when the clerk asked, "Paper or
{~\~· ~: ,: "'<. -~: "'~'
plastic?" He also left his knife behind when he fled.
Ila.
·~·..
.
In July, eight inmates escaped from the jail in He was captured seY,eral hours later when, police said,
Rayong, Thailand, during the time that all guards were he robbed a pizza shop, but apparently his getaway
hunched over a TV set watching the World Cup match driver was late, and police found McCown waiting on .
between Germany and Croatia. A nearby monitor a street corner.
showed the breakout in progress on the jail's closedcircuit system, but apparently the game was too
engrossing for the guards to notice. And a jailer in
Police in Cookeville, Tenn., arrested state senate
Clinton County, KY., was fired for rigging one of the
candidate Byron (Low-Tax) Looper in October and
closed.,.-circuit monitors to carry the final episode of
charged him with the murder of his opponent, incum"Seinfeld" in May, even though there were no inmate
bent Tommy Burks. News of the Weird reported earincidents.
lier intercandidate gunfire in Florida in 1992, when
challenger Eric Kaplan did a drive-by shooting on
state Rep. Bob Starks' home in Maitland, wounding
In October, according to medical tests, Khyl Hardy, Mrs. Starks.
6, was bitten by a poisonous taipan snake, and he and
his mother say it happened when he reached under his
seat on an Ansett Airlines flight from Melbourne,
A 28-year-old woman in Wmnipeg, Manitoba, was
•!• Any subject
Australia, to Perth to retrieve a lollipop he had
shot to death in August, and a 36-year-old man was
dropped and felt a sting. (The snake was not found.)
shot (but survived) near Williamsburg, Ky., in July,
Also in October, passengers and crew on an Air
after arguments over animals. The Winnipeg woman's
•!• In or out of
Canada flight to England spent 20 minutes trying to
cat apparently had defecated one time too many in a
class
catch a dive-bombing bat that had been brought
neighbor's sandbox, and the Kentucky victim had
aboard in a passenger's carry-on bag.
purchased a fighting chicken from a third man when
that man's alleged partner showed up with a gun to
•!• Any stage of the
assert that the sale should not have been made without
writing process
•In June, astonished workers remodeling City Hall his permission.
in Echo, Ore., ventured into the 4,000-square-foot
attic, apparently unused ·since the building opened in
For more information, call 823-2197 or visit our
1916. Because of holes in the roof and the windows, (Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box
website: http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
pigeons have been roostirig there for decades, and it 8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or Weird@com- ,
took a professional waste-removal crew a week to puserve. com)
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Least Competent Criminals

Life Imitates Barney Fife

ATTENTION

~

intervie~ing m~nufacturing

..,,,, PEPSt-ctS{ik.:coMPANY

•

•
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Recurring Themes

~niversicy .Writing Center

''Because Writers Need Readers"

•
I

Free to UCF undergraduates!

AirTravelAin't the Same

:t

We can help with anything you write:

Least Justifiable Homicides

Government in Action
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www.careerfair.com: Are you looking for a job?
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer

If you're graduating in December, it
might be too late to start looking for a job
.the traditional way. If you're graduating
in the Spring, start looking now.
Either way, there's a great place on
line to start your search. Just click your
browser to http://www.careerfair.com and
you can find a 24-hour-a-day, seven~day
a-week job fair to help you get started in
your search.
Of course, just like you wouldn't limit
yourself to a single career day at school,
you wouldn't want to limit yourself to just
this site in your search for the perfect job,
but it is a great place to start lo~king.
The site is really easy to use with
instructions for every step along the way

And no need to
that are so clear and easy to understand
worry about wrinthat you might almost be insulted by the
kling up your
simplicity...but it's better to understand
resume while you
the instructions and get everything right
go through the fair
than to mess things up and look bad in
front of a potential employer.
looking at the
potential employWhen you first log on to the site, it'll
ask you for a user name and password. ers (you know those things are as much
Until you fill out an easy information for you to look them over as vice
about yourself, your job skills and the versa) ... you can simplye-mail your qualkind of work you'll be lookingfor, you ifications in and companies can access
can't go in the front door like that, so take your data file if they're interested in you.
The job listings in some categories are
the time to fill out the questionairre.
There ·are no complicated questions. scarce but in others, especially if you're
And they don't ask you anything that you looking for something in a technical or
wouldn't be asked by one of those com- . computer-related field, are full of possipany representatives at a job fair who sits bilities. There are listings by category or
behind the table with a clip board. It's by employer if you'd prefer to shop that
painless and took me less than two min- .way.
You can look just here in Orlando or
utes to fill out completely.

you can expand your search nationwide,
if you'd like to leave this area.
This on-line career fair is just a stepping off spot for those looking to find a
job, but it can be a good place to find the
direction you are looking for in that
search. , You can post your information
here.and leave it for employers to access
or you can check with it periodically for
job listings in.your field.
But, don't use it as your only job search
option. Get out there and pound the pavement, check out other sites, scan the
newspaper, talk,' to (epresentatives of companies on the phone and read trade publications.
Looking for a job is not a one step
process, but Career Fair Onlin.e is a great
place to start your search .
Good luck!

.,

BellSouth Prepaid Cellular gives you
a choice in how you pay for wireless service.
No credit checks • No deposit • No monthly bill • No long-term contracts
Only 50¢ per minute • Airtime can be replenished by phone ·
Only BellSouth Mobility lets anyone call anybody, anywhere, for any reason at all.

@ BELLSOUTH_Mobility®
CALL 1-800-243-3000 FOR MORE ·INFORMATION.
lalla. .clt
Cards available at participating RadioShack locations
"Call 1-800-THE SHACK"

Cards availaple at participating 7-Eleven locations

Altamonte Springs (407) 262-4000 •Daytona Beach (904) 252-9000 •Kissimmee (407) 931-0300 •Melbourne (407) 255-1200 •Melbourne (Melbourne Square) (407) 951-4344
Merritt Island (407) 452-0400 • Orange City (904) 775-3131 • Orlando (Kirkman Shops) (407) 291-9335 • Orlando (Colonial Drive) (407) 893-9000 • Palm Bay (407) 725-2200
Palm Coast (904) 445-1808 • Port Orange (904) 322-5950 •Tavares (352) 742-1400 •Titusville (407) 383-7969
Additional charges for roaming, long distance, and directory assistance. All service provided pursuant to BellSouth's standard terms and conditions. Certain other restrictions may apply. @1998 BellSouth Mobility.
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Yo quiero
Tijuana Flats
By STEPHEN UNGER
Staff Writer

.

)

Thoroughbred Music, one of the country's leading musical
instrument retailers, will be holding an unprecedented ...

Put on those sombreros, and buckle up those holsters because
there's always some good food cooking south of the border. Don't
worry about going to Mexico to get great Mexican food, just travel
west· on
University
Avenue. Just before
Goldenrod on the left is a
small restaurant next to
Goodings called Tijuana Flats. The quaint eatery with the perfect
atmosphere for college students, is also a site where a broad selection of the spiciest sauces in the world exist.
Two former UCF students opened the restaurant in 1995, and
since then it has evolved into a chain, extending itself to Winter Park
and Lake Mary. The first thing to notice at Tijuana Flats is the colorful atmosphere and college-friendly service that exists there. Then
it's the confidence that every item on the menu will be made with
only fresh ingredients. And for those who seem to be using pesos for
food, the prices are very affordable, compared to some other local
Mexican eateries. A regular 10-inch chicken burrito for only $2.95
is a feast. And the 9-inch tacos are about $1.60 and they are meals
of their own. They also produce their own 'Smack My Ass and Call
Me Sally' hot sauce that is sold around the country a·nd worldwide.
The store also has access to over 3,500 hot sauces that can be
ordered through a catalogue (www.tijuanaflats.com).
But it's the atmosphere and the tasty foods that make Tijuana
Flats a refreshing place to hang out and eat. There's always cool
music playing in the background, and there's plenty of room to sit
outside and enjoy the nice weather.
If you are a great fan of spicy foods, Tijuana Flats is the place
to go. They claim to have one of the hottest spices in the world.
They have Habanero and red pepper sauces. But the Endophoric
Rush sauce is made with mace, and is so hot that you need to sign
an insurance form just to take it home.
The environment in Tijuana Flats is colorful with spicy sauces
that rainbow the walls, which rriakes it the perfect place for stressed
college students to refresh their minds. But the most important
ingredients of Tijuana Flats are their friendly service, fresh food and
a lively atmosphere.

5 MILLION DOLLAR

CLEARANCE LIQUIDATION
November 6-7-8 Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Sale starts Friday with an invitation-only auction and sale.•. Viewing from 8 to 10AM. Auction from 10AM to SPM.
Doors open to the general public Friday from lPM to Midnight.
The sale continues from 10AMto 10PM on Saturday & Sunday

We'll be clearing out 22 years worth of new & used gear / ·scratch & dents
demos I discontinued models I dealer buy-outs I classic vintage instruments
GUITARS • BASSES •AMPS • EFFECTS PEDALS • TUNERS • PRO-AUDIO GEAR • MIXERS • SPEAKERS
POWER AMPS • RECORDING GEAR • ORGANS • PIANOS • KEYBOARDS • DRUMS & PERCUSSION
BAND & ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS• BOOKS• VIDEOS• SOFTWARE •.DJ GEAR• LIGHTING• CLOCKS
OFFICE FURNITURE • COMPUTER EQUIPMENT• DISPLAYS

.

Special to the Future

Send your tastebuds to hell and back with the five-alarm selection of hot sauces at Tijuana Flats Burrito Company.

ALL MAJOR BRANDS • DEALERS WELCOME
OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
This once in a lifetime sale is just too huge to fit in our superstores,

so we're holding it at our

NATIONAL CLEARANCE CENTER
TAMPA FLORIDA
9329 Adamo Drive (Hwy 60), Tampa Florida, 1/4 mile east of 301, less than 1 mile west of 1-75 on Hwy 60

MANY ITEMS WILL BE REDUCED DAILY UNTIL SOLD
Truckloads of fresh inventory will keep arriving throughout each day

CASH, CREDIT CARDS AND CHECKS ACCEPTED
ALL SALES HNAL- NO RclURi"IS New equipment is fuUy covered by manufacturer's warranty. No warranty on used gear. All gear sold as is.

Call 813-889-3874 ext. 2000 for updated information or
visit our website at www.thoroughbredmusic.com
---H·+----

COMING SOON •••
As a free service to the UCF Cot\1tMUt11ty,
the Cetttral Florida Future proudly asks you
to CHECK YOUR HEAP every week with Pr.
Paphne. Spill your guts ot11it1e at1d let our
local problet\1 solver whip sotMe cot\1t\10t1
settse ittto your head. No question too big
or too st\tall, frotM bad hair days to lousy
lays, atvl MtMes will be withheld. Let it all
out at1d send it to PrPapht1ece>hottMail.cotM
and hang in there... the Poc'll be in soon.
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FOR RENT

I

Magazine Subscription Agency. looking
for independent agents. over 2000 titles,
send for a confidential price list and
sales kit. $2.00 (handling) to : Discount
Subscription service, 2605 E. Atlantic
Blvd, Suite 207. Pompano Beach, FL
33062 'or Fax 954-788-9352

SALE

HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 BED/2 BTH HOUSE,
CORNER LOT. LARGE YARD W/ FENCE,
W/D, WITH ALL APPLIANCES FLA ROOM.
PATIO $69.500 CALL ClllP 679-4806
FOR SALE: PECAN OVAL DINlNG TABLE
WITH FOUR NEWLY APOLSTERED CHAIRS.
$225 ALSO FOR SALE: WHICKER ARM
CHAIR w/ CUSHION $25. PLEASE CALL
JENNY @ LIBRARY 823-2384

LUCERNE MEDICAL
CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES
COORDINATION GERIATRICS, &
ADMINISTRATIONS
JF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222

DIAMOND RING SET, I /4 CW. STONE WITH
9- l 0 PT. STONES IN 14 KT. GOLD IN BOW
DESIGN. FAR BELOW VALUE AT $600,
WfLL TAKE PAYMENTS. CALL 349-9624

I need five ladies to sell roses in top

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

1----------------.1
ROOM FOR RENT IN VERY NICE 3/2.5
HOME TEN MINUTES FROM UCF $300
MONTU-INCLUDES ALL UTIL. $150
DEPOSIT CALL 977-1051

nightclubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8
Seconds, Backstage' Earn $15-$25 per
hour, make an easy 75.00 to 200.00 per
night! No uniforms, flexible hours, full
time or part time Hours are 9:00-2:00
nightly from Wednesday thru Sunday
Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and
have smiling personality Wed have fun
and the night goes by quickly! Join our
team! Renee 977-0449

FURNITURE SALE: MATCHING SOFA AND
LOVESEAT, CONTEMPORARY TAUPE & WHITE
FABRIC, $75. IVORY SOFA, CHAIR WITH
OTTOMAN, $125. COFFEE TABLE $30. HIGH
CHEST, 5 DRAWERS, $25. SMALL REFRIG, $40.
GRAPHIC ARTIST POSITION Pff
CEILING FAN $25, SMALL TABLE $25. TV
STAND, $30, GRILL, $40. PRICED LOW FOR FAST Experienced with MAC operations & proSALE!! CALL JOE 277-3743
grams for magazine layout & design. Working
knowledge of scanning and importation of
graphics. Position can become full-time posilion for right person. Need innovative &
creative individual.
Flexible hours for right person.
Call Ben Moseley @ ME! Publishing
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@
ORLANDO/MAITLAND
ME4NEWS@aol.com

HELP WANTED

Our new hotel has room for you!!

EXECUTIVE POSITION IN A FORTUNE
500 COMPANY. .. NATIONWIDE COMPANY IN THE LARGEST INDUSTRY IN
THE WORLD rs EXPANDING IN THE
UCF AREA. WE OFFER A DYNAMIC
CAREER WlTH THE POTENTIAL FOR
EXCELLENT MONEY PART-TIME OR
FULL-TIME. WE ARE LOOKING FOR
MANAGEMENT ORlENTED PEOPLE
PREFERABLE IN THE JUNIOR OR
SENIOR STANDING. PLEASE CALL FOR
AN INTERVIEW AT 282-5299 OR BEEPER 570-5839 FOR RANDY OR DOLLY. ..

Loves our

Dew Sisters.

We fax/mail Current Listings
Drive by your new home!

CoograrulC1hor.s or.

We're not Realtors so

lf\ifi~ho"'•

YOU SAVE THOUSANDS!

'O
..,"'? Gi8
t --40-';;!

TOLL FREE:
1-800-888-0803 Ext 32

------Want to escape
those winter blues?
(J...<e-..p

flC~~h. <Tr~i;.{ &.dVl(~.

Mc~ p~op((.

SERVICES

for your

Clubs, Teams, & Groups
Earn up to $500 or more!
Put our 25 years of fundraising experience tu work for you. Call Now for
details on FREE CD of your choice. 1800-592-2121 ext. 725

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
MEETS AT THE UC7 CINEMA SUNDAYS
College Student who are Single Parents
10-11 AM PRAISE WORSHIP SUBJECTS
Hiring Culinary Staff Big River Grille &
Free Luncheon at Kelsey's and Worship DEALT WITH: LONELINESS, SELF-DOUBT,
Brewing Works Excellent Pay. 40 I K
at the UC& Cinema on Sundays, 384Loss, PARENTING, FINANCIAL STRESS,
Insurance, flexible hours, Parks, pass. May
2981 for details.
TEMPTATION, FAILURE, AND WAITING
' call for appointment or apply in person.
407-560-0253 2101 N. Epcot Resort Blvd. ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,. DURING OCTOBER FOR DETAILS CALL
384-2981 BIBLE STUDIES, RECOVERY
(Disney's Boardwalk)
Free CD Holders, T-Shirts Prepaid
PROGRAMS LUNCHEONS FOR STUDENTS
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830
Phone Card Earn $1000
AVAILABLE
OLDEN BERG
Part-Time on Campus.
BREWERY RESTAURANT
Just Call 1-800-932-0528 X 64
Be a part of Orlando's hottest new upscale
International Students Welcome
brewery/restaurant opening at the
Free Luncheon and Worship service ever
Oviedo Marketplace.
Sunday. Call 384-2981 for details.
APPLY NOW
JEWISH STUDENT UNION/HILLEL'S
SWEET
SUNDAYS!
TRAINING BEGINS OCT. 26.
$1250
We want enthusiastic &
EVERY SUNDAY FROM 1 - 3 PM
FUNDRAISER
energetic individuals to join our team:
IN THE STUDENT UNION RM 224
Servers, Bartenders, Host/Hostess,
CALL 262-13 30 •
Credit Card fundraiser for student orgaDishwasbers, Prep Cook,
jweiss@mindspring.com
nizations. You've seen other groups
Line Cook, Admin. Asst.
doing it, now it's your turn. One week
Experience preferred.
SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED!!
is all it takes. NO gimmicks, No tricks,
Apply in person Mon-Sat between the
CALL 977-3109
No obligation. Call of information
hours of 10am-4pm at the Food Court
today. 1-800-932-0528 X 65
Area Oviedo Marketplace
Livina Yoaa
• •
www.ocmconcepts.com
___1_2s_o_o_v_ie_d_o_M_a_r_ke_tp_I_a_ce_B_l_vd_._ _ Classes Mon and Wed Evenings Discounted
WANTED: ENERGETIC, ENTHUSIASTIC,
Prices available For Info Call 302-7933
200,000 - 5 MILLION LUXURY HOME
HARD WORKING, DEDICATED MEN'S
FINANCING STATE WfDE COMPETITIVE
ATTENTION
UCF
ARTISTIC
MAJORS:
BASKETBALL MANAGERS! PLEASE CALL
RATES CALL MR. MOORE FOR FREE
$ EG. MUSIC, DRAMA, LANGUAGE. $
COACH BURGESS@ 823-5808 TO
ANALYSIS 1-888-860-1600 EXT 804-480
RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS NEEDED.
DISCUSS YOUR ROLE WITH THE
$$ CONTACT 823-5350, $$
1998-99 GOLDEN KNIGHTS.
$ OR bfritzsc@mail.ucf.edu $

<

1-----------------4

Currently under construction and schedFEMALE HOUSE _ TEEN SLTTER. ROOM
uled to open in mid-November. We are
& BOARD. SMALL STIPENS _
interviewing for Front Office Associates
MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED
Night Auditors *Houseperson *Servers
NEED RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES. GET PAID TO
Lounge Servers/Bartenders*Cooks. Please
WITHING TWO MILES OR UCF
SHOP! PLUS, GET FREE MEALS, MERforward all inquiries to ... 407/659-9100 ...,.._c_A_L_L_Fo_R_IN_TE_Rv_rE_w_4_0_7-_2_0_7 -_1_4_56_ - t CHANDISE AND MORE! To RECEIVE FREE
(Fax) 407/659-9101 Please ask for Bruce WEDGEFlELD GOLF CLUB IS NOW ACCEPT- DETAILS SEND A #10 SELF-ADDRESSED
Baerwalde-GM or Sebastian PeraltaING APPLICATIONS FOR FULL AND PART
STAMP\!D ENVELOPE TO S & J
TIME SERVERS AND LINE COOKS.
MARKETING 10151 UNIVERSITY,
AGM. Interested parties should be prepared to begin employment
GOOD STARTING PAY
ORLANDO, FL 32817
as quickly as possible.
20550 MAZIM PRKY. ORLANDO

FORECLOSURES:
YOUR AREA!

Have Fun - Raising Funds
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS NEEDED FLEXIBLE HOURS, $7.00-$13.00 PIH
CLEAN CUT. PHYSJCALLY FIT, GOOD
DRJVING RECORD A MUST. CALL 2447460 TO SET UP AN JNTERVIEW.

ROOMMATES

12 STEP PROGRAM TO OVI;:RCOME HURTS,
HANG-UPS OR HABITS. MEETS THURSDAYS
7-9 P.M. ;CALL 384-2981 FOR DETArLS. NOT
COST
UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION MEETS TuESDAYS AT 8
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JOIN US!

Knights Krossing Phase II
Sub Leaser wanted for January
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Private Bathroom, Laundry room
Kitchen, Balcony $340 per month
Call 282-87-94 or 595-8881 cell

Fax: 679-6787

679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

A Full Service Florist
1345 Howell Branch Road
10089 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050
407-679-5144
wire service excludes discount www.allinbloom.com
delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

··--..
....
·-----CLEANERS
-------------------

$21 +/HR PT/FT

~- ll:UU
~ \.11
--...
UY
I

Processing Mail! Free Supplies, Postage!
Rush Self Addressed Stamped Envelop

GMA/UCF
P.O.Box 567443
Atlanta, GA 31156

Email: Signup@info.infomachine.com

r·

(
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Educational Exchange

1-800-2Council
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30 WEST BROADWAY
(407) 365-3 7 7 3

Join A National Company
Selling The #1 Product
To Home Owners In America
Weekly To

ALAFAYA SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
(407) 366- 7 625

$865 .

Sa1ary, Commission, Medical
Mornings, Nights, Weekends
Part-Time and Full-Time

875-1451
Call 7 Days, 9am-9pm

500 Winderly Place #218
Maitland Center North

On your nextS10.oo Dry Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming ~rder.
One Gift Certificate per visit please.

_.....

-.

--·
•
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Season doesn't end with Auburn

loltevball hopes to halt slump

From PAGE 24
Illinois. One game should not
mean this much, but it does,
leaving Kruczek in the uncomfortable predicament of having
to deflect pressure from his
team.
"The biggest way to alleviate that is try to reinforce the
fact that 11 guys are playing 11
guys and you don't focus on the
winning and the ~osing. You
focus on playing the best you
can play each play. Don't focus
on the big pic_ture. Just focus on
doing the best you can,"
Kruczek said. "Don't worry
about where you are at, who you
are playing, what the mascot is,
what _the colors are, how many
people are in the stands. Put it
out of your mind and just go out
and have fun."
Fun. What a concept. While
from a national point of view,
this will be UCF's crowning
achievement should the Knights
come away with a victory, there
is still much to be accomplished, including finishing the
first season under Kruczek successfully.
"The thing you canpot let
happen is build this game up so
big and it doesn't turn out the
way you want, that it destroys
the whole season. It's critical
that that does not happen,"
Kruczek said. "It's kind of a

UCF continues
to struggle this
season, losing
to another
TAAC opponent last week
when they fell
to Florida

UCF will hope
to get on the
right track
when the team
takes a trip to

Hawaiinext
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week.
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fine line on how you get your
team prepared. I think in some
respect, at least defensively,
we've overachieved to some
respect. It's tremendous gratification to be sitting at 7-1. We
must do the best we can to continue what we've got going this
week."
It's just another game and at
the same time it's the game in
which UCF can turn the corner.
Think of what the two teams
will be playing for this
Saturday. Pride and school
honor is an underlying theme.
The Knights are trying to get to
a level they have yet to attain,
while the Tigers are playing_ to
preserve a tradition built by
years of success.
Auburn is in turmoil right
now. Two weeks ago, head
coach Terry Bowden walked out
on them hours before a home
game against Louisiana Tech.
Whether it was right or not, he
did. The Tigers showed great
character in rallying for a convincing win over Louisiana
Tech. Last week, ·Auburn took
now 10th-ranked Arkansas to
the wire, succumbing 24-21.
While questions of the real reasons behind Bowden's resignation engulf the program, it's
Homecoming on the plains.
Traditions die hard. Auburn,
one of the most storied programs in all of college football,

will look tQ defend the honor of
its university despite the dark
circumstances that surround
them. Auburn players have
proven, that unlike its coach,
they do not quit.
"I haven't been around that
program this year but I would
imagine there has been a lot of
negative things written about
that program and I'm sure the
kids are fed up with it. It could
be an us agaimt the rest of the
state and the rest of the country," Kruczek .~aid. ''I don't
understand Terry quitting. How
do you expect to ever work in
football in college if you quit.
You . talk to a team about not
quitting. That's the bottomline
in every speech that you give.
There's always going to be good
things in a football game and
there is always going to be bad
things. You have to stay in there
and fight. You can't quit just
because bad things happen."
That is the attitude Auburn
seems to have bought into.
Should the Knights lose this
game, they will have to persevere as well. As Kruczek points
out, Auburn isn't the last team
on the UCF schedule. Win Cir
lose, the Knights have been
very fortunate to get to the level
where 7-2 is somewhat of disappointment. Don't let perceptions get in the way of that reality.

n Denmark(Exh) 7:30pm

Men's basketball vs. Sho

na)
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Volleyball vs. SJftlt
, er:() Miss 4:00pm
( UCF ._
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Men's basketball vs. Rolli
(UCFArena)
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Women'~~ketball vs. American'
~~

:t.
• sunday

Football at Auburn,
2:00 p.m.

(UCF Arena)
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t.:.S

For ticket information call:
(407) 823-1000

S:OOpm
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Volleyball vs. Sourthern Miss, 4:00 p.m., UCF
Arena
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•
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Men's soccer returns to TAAC tournament
result. One disadvantage for UCF and Remi Hariz (eight goals, eight
will be playing the host favorite on assists) to pose an impressive fronta field they've never stepped foot line for the Knights. More importantly, all of the defenders must
The men's soccer team has their on.
secure their positions to give UCF a
"I
think
we're
one
of
the
only
best chance of winning the Trans
chance
for victory.
teams
that
haven't
got
on
that
America Athletic
Conference
"The
backs have to do a great
Tournament since Coach Bob field,"Winch said. "They had a couWinch took over in 1993, when the ple tournaments, but we didn't go." job. Arno and Tommy Hulkko have
As for momentum, the Knights to do a great job marking," Winch
Knights joined the TAAC. Although
the Knights have their work cut out had their seven-game win streak said. "If they can mark their players
for them to advance to the NCAA snapped on Sunday with a 3-2 over- out, we'll be alright. Ari Nurmi will
play-in game following the confer- time loss against in-state rival South get his chances, and Remi Hariz
ence tournament, they are taking Florida. It was the second longest will get his chances. The intensity
things one at a time and are happy winning streak in school history, but level of every game will be up a
Winch feels that the loss may be notch.
to get to this point.
The Knights will be looking to
UCF missed last year's TAAC beneficial heading into the tournaimprove
upon their last visit to the
ment.
Tournament because of a 0-3 finish
TAAC
Tournament
in 1996, when
during the conference schedule, but · "I think the loss might be good
it has replaced those memories with for us after seven (consecutive) they lost 2-1 against Campbell.
hopes of making it through the tour- wins," Winch said. "It may bring Winch expressed that winning the
nament. The first stepping stone for the guys down a little bit and realize conference · tournament doesn't
UCF comes on Friday when they that we have to work hard to get secure a NCAA birth, as unlike the
women, the TAAC champion
face the winner of the Florida those wins."
Atlantic-Mercer game.
One concern for the Knights . receives no automatic bid.
"For every TAAC team, no one's
"We played both teams (this sea- . heading into the tournament is
son)," Winch said. "Our games with injuries. Several players have either gonna get an at-large bid," Winch
FAU have always been strong been sidelined by injuries, or have said. "I think everyone feels that
because we' ve always played them played through them. Arno they have to win the TAAC
(ankle),
Kaare Tournament, then win that (NCAA)
twice before this year. FAU ham- Nurmisto
Christiansen
(back),
Remi
Hariz play-in game."
mered Mercer 6-0, so I'm hoping
With a 12-6 record, the Knights
Mercer comes out and has some (shoulder), and Richard O'Sullivan
(knee) are all starters and must have tied the school's Division I
pride and plays them tough."
If the Knights make it past their return to form for the Knights to be victory record and have an opportusemifinal match-up, they could face a dominant factor in the tournament. nity to break last season's singleAll-American Heikki Ritvanen season win record with a victory in
tournament host Jacksonville.
Jacksonville defeated UCF 2-0 on leads the Knights with 23 goals and the tournament. Ritvanen could also
September 23 , earning the number 49 points, but will need help from break his own record of 24 goals in
one seed ahead of the Knights as a Ari Nurmi (15 goals, eight assists) one season, set in 1996.

By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

(

Photo by Kevin Colher

Goalkeeper Antti Laittinen has performed well in his
first season minding the net, but will need to step up in
this weekend's TAAC tournament in Jacksonville.

UCF RUN & ROLL REGISTRATION FORM
_ Individual

Oii

. Celebratin2 University of Central Florida's Homecomini! '98

Last Name
First Name
Address
Ci1y

Zip_ _ _

State

Phone

Sex
Age _ _

#SS
UCF (Circle):

o School Club/Organization
o Company/Business

Any 1wo events:$20
All three events: $25
Add $5 after Nov. 1

Awesome T-shirts, door prizes, music, beverages, bagels,
refreshments and post race party by ~
dt _-~
PLAVIT AGAln

@!t.f,,f,IiJf.lt,$)

SPORTI

~·

BAGE
QUEEN

.
.
~--

Team Name

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Circ Ie event(s) you are entering:

l 5K Roll

•

AM.TROPlllES
7....., I< BASEBALL CARDS

E~!

ENTERTAINMENT

or byma1.,.. .lLT!
':'.'.' ....VIJtA
.....
PO Box 1700

Delaod FL 32721
(904) 736-0002

5K Run

4 Wheel

UCF Students, Staff, Alumni
$5 off each event

Shirt Size

5K Fun Roll

5Wheel

s

M

L

Make checks payable to
Student Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT)
Will you be checking out a helment?
.

-

XL

~
Wi.

\'

(

Awards
Individual & overall for 15K & SK Run
Top 5 overall Male & Female for 5K Fun Roll
Top 3 overall Male & Female for all 3 races
Sprit Award for team with most total entrants

All teams [community, corporate, and student) with five or more entries will be entered in the
drawings for $1 00 gift certificates to area restaurants.
Special prize drawings for UCF Alumni.

Pre-Register at: UCF Wellness Center
823-5841

<

D Community Club/ Organization

I SK Skate Race. SK Run. SK.Fun Roll
8:00 15K Skate: $14
9:00 5K Run: $14
9:45 5K Fun Roll: $1 O
add $4 after Nov. 1

Alumini

Prize drawings for teams with 5 or more entries in each
category! Each member must submit an Individual
Registration Form . Up to half of your organization's team
can be family or friends. Circle your Team category:

Special guest appearance by KNIGHTRO & GLYCERINE!

,

Facul1y/Staff
Teams

Sunday
November 8
.at the
UCF Student Union
.}

Student

Safety equipment checkout at 1ace site

Hard shell helmets are
required for all skaters.

In consideration of this entry, I. the undersigned participant
acknowledge that I am acquainted with the various risks of
participating in the Run 'n' Roil at UCF on November 8. 1998.
!n~luding, but not limited to, the significant risk of serious persona
1n1ury, death or personal property damage or destruction, and
assume for the above-named individual all risks and
consequences associated with or arising in connection with such
participation. I further attest and verity that I am physically fit, have
trained sufficiently tor the competition of this event. will wear
approved safety helmet and that lam racing at my own risk.
I hereby agree to indemnity and hold harmless the State of Florido,
the Board of Regents of the State of Florida, and UCF, thefr
employees, sponsors, beneficiaries, representatives, successors
and assigns from and against any and all claims. damages,
actions. liability and expenses in connection with any and al
Injuries suffered1o me in this event.

I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE
FORM AND UNDERSTAND AND FUllYAG REE TO ITSCO NTENTS.

Race Day Registration begins at 7:15

. Signature 1mus1ties;gnec1tivr:>men11runC1ei ia1

Date

.(
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UCF plays for TAAC title, NCAA bid
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

When the UCF women's soccer team
ended their season on October 25 after a 10 win over Florida Atlantic, the plan was to
use the nearly two7week hiatus to prepare
for the TAAC Tournament and recover
· from injuries. Unfortunately, the injury bug
will not leave the Knights alone.
"The bad news is that Danya (Harris)
rolled her ankle in practice. ·She twisted it
pretty good, so she'll be out a couple days
but she'll play on Friday," Coach Karen
Richter said. "Sarah Pharr (Leathers) has a
pulled hip flexor too, so we're taking them
left and right."
Despite these minor setbacks, Richter
and her squad feel confident and focused
as they host the Trans Ameri~a Athletic
Conference Tournament this weekend. The
Knights enter the contest as the top seed
from the East Division after finishing the
regular season 4-0.
"It's a big advantage (playing at
home)," Richter said. "The girls can go
through the regular routines and are comfortable with the field. I hope it will be an
advantage from a fitness standpoint."
UCF hosted the first TAAC
Tournament in 1994 and has a 7-1 record
since it's inception. However, the one mark
in the loss column occurred in last year's
championship game when the Knights fost
2-0 to Georgia State. It would be interesting to see the Knights and Panthers battle
again, but Richter doesn't care who is in
the final, as long as UCF is one of the com-

petitors.
"The coaching staff would love to get
revenge against Georgia State, but I don't
think it matters who we play," Richter said.
"Jacksonville has really come on. Since we
beat them, they have gone on an unbelievable streak. Either way, whoever we face in
the final, if we get there, is gonna be a difficult match."
Richter understands that to reach the
final match, they must get past their semifinal opponent. That foe will be the winner
of the Samford-Campbell match taking
place on Thursday, and Richter has no
preference toward playing either school.
"I don't really have a preference, but I
don't know anything about Samford,"
Richter said. "We beat Campbell 6-0 and
played extremely well, but that could be a
disadvantage if we play them. I just hope
it's a good, tough match, so whoever wins
has to do it close and play a lot of minutes."
Senior goalkeeper Alyssa O'Brien is
going to be counted on as the emotional
leader to carry the Knights through the
conference tournament. Her performance
this year has been no different from her
past dominance. She currently holds a solid
1.41 goals-against average and has posted
six shutouts this season.
"We've got to lean on Alyssa," Richter
said. "She's been here for five years, and
she's been through four conference tournaments. She's the experience and the backbone of our team."
On the offensive side of the ball, Harris
leads the team with 10 goals and e-ight
assists, including six game-winners, and

Photo by Kevin Colber

UCF will need added production from
Cally Howell in order to claim their
fifth TAAC title in six years.

Kim Shrum has added seven goals and 18
points. Richter is moving Harris to midfield to open up the field for her, but
expects others to step up and help with
scoring.
"We're gonna go with a zone and play
five midfielders to strengthen up .the midfield defensively," Richter said. "We would
like to see a little more out of Cally
(Howell) and Michelle (Anderson). I look
for Claire (Kohake) and Wendy (Wiltsey)
to control our midfield and dictate what
happens for us offensively."
All this preparation and strategizing
lead to the chase of the ultimate goal: an
NCAA Tournament appearance, something
that no player on the squad has been a part
of. With the conference receiving an automatic bid for the first time, winning the
TAAC Tournament would secure the
school's first NCAA appearance since
1991. First things first, however, as the
seniors want to get the TAAC championship back where they feel it belongs.
"To get it back is a little extra motivation for those (seniors)," Richter said. "Our
first goal was to win our division and go
undefeated. Our second goal was to win the
conference tournament, which puts us in
the NCAAs."
The Knights have already accomplished the first of their two goals by
rolling through the TAAC East with four
victories by a combined 16-1 margin. Now
that the ultimate goal is within their
grasps, they just have to go out and do
what they've done for four of the past five
seasons - win the TAAC championship .
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l<NIGHT
TIME
ON
SUNSHINE

F

44

32

FIRST QUARTER

Central Florida-(3:49)-Edward Mack 34 yard TD RUN
Central Florida-(3:49)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT
Youngstown State-(8: 10)-Mark Griffith 45 yard FIELD GOAL
Central Florida-(1 J :22)-Siaha Burley 3 yard TD PASS from Daunte
Central Florida-( 11 :22)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT
SECOND QUARTER

Central Florida-( 1:44)-Fred Wa$:zewski 24 yard MISSED FG
Central Florida-(5:20)-Kenny Clark 35 yard TD PASS from Daunte
Central Florida-(5:20)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT
Central Florida-( I 0:40)-Charles Lee 18 yard TD PASS from Daunte
Central Florida-(J0:40)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT
Youngstown State-( 15:00)-Jake Andreadis 2 yard TD RUN
Youngstown State-(15:00)-Mark Griffith EXTRA POINT
THIRD QUARTER

Youngsto\\n State-(4:06)-Jeff Ryan 23 yard TD RUN
Youngstown State-(4:06)-Adrian Brown TWO POINT RUSH
Central Florida-(8:35)-Fred Waczewski 25 yard FIELD GOAL
Central Florida-(13:26)-Kenny Clark 4 yard TD PASS from Daurite
Central Florida-(13:26)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT
FOURTH QUARTER

Youngstown State-( I :50)-R Ray 33 yard TD PASS from J Ryan
Youngstown State-(1:50)-Mark Griffith EXTRA POINT
Youngstown State-(3:44)-Tony Pannunzio 24 yard DEFENSIVE
FUMBLE RETURN for TD
Youngstown State-(3:44)-Mark Griffith EXTRA POINT
Central Florida-(13:19)-Daunte Culpepper l yard TD RUN
Central Florida-(13: 19)-Fred Waczewski EXTRA POINT MISSED
GOLDEN KNIGHTS

PENGUINS

First Downs

31

21

Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Third Down Eff.
Fourth Down Eff.

14

9
7

17
0
9-14-64

5
2-11-18
1~2~50

1-1-100
41-228
5.6
245

Rushes-Net Yards

Average Per Rush
Yards Rushing
Yards Lost Rushing
Comp-Att~Int

Net Passing Yards
Sacks-Yards Lost
Average Per Pass Play
Total Offensive Plays-Net Yds
Average Gain Per Play

Return Yards {exc. KOs)
Int Ret-Yds
Punt Ret-Yds
Kick Ret-Yds
Purtts.:Yards
.Average
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards

4.6
192

-17
31-41-1
347
1-4

-13
12-24-0
148'
1-7

13.9
82-575
7.0

63-327
5.2 '

5.9
.~

51

30

0-0
4-51
8-82

1-6

1-35

35.0

Time of Possession

39-179'

1-0
8~124

.

~~'198

39.6

2-1

1-0

10-94
35:01

1-15
24:59

RUSHIN0--YOUNGSTOWN STATE: Adr.Brown 15-67, Jak.Andreadis 10-62. Jef.Ryan 13-49,
Jcdohnson 1-1. CENTRAL FLO&IDA: Mik.Grant 16-90. Edw.Mack 10-79, Dau.CuJpepper 11-~'1, •''..·.·i:t.~.'
Eri.LeiS!er 1-4.
·
PASS!NO-YOUNOSTOWN STATE: Jef.Ryan 12-24-0-148. CENTRAL FLORIDA: Dau C~l~p~c~H: 'W•y .,
41-l-M7.
:''·'-'•
®RECEIVING-YOUNGSTOWN STATE: Ren.Ray 4-82, Mai.Richardson 3-24, Ell.Giles2-.24,
· ,,.
'\
Jak.Atldreadis 2-11, Cas.Bogerd 1-7. CENTRAL FLORIDA: Mar.Nonsant 8-94, CM.tee 1 .. 19~.
'«·!
Sia.Burley 7-39, Kea.Clark 6-82, Edw.Mack 1-17, Eri.Leister i-8, Mik.Grant 1-4.
INTBRCEPTIONS-YOUNGSTOWN STATE: Chr.Glamzis 1-6. CENTRAL FLORIDA:-None.
'
PUNTING/LG-YOUNGSTOWN STATE: Ant.Rozzo 5-198-48. CENTRAL FLORTDA:Xav.Bcorlegui I·
35-35.
PlJNT,RETURNS/LG-Y0UNGSTOWN STATE: And.Cook Jr. 1-0-0.CENTRAL FLORIDA: Sia.Burley
4-51-24 .
.KICKOFF RETURNS/LG-YOUNGSTOWN STATE: And.Cook Jr. 5-72-And.Coleman 3-52-22.. CBN:.
TR.AL FLORIDA: Pau.M.iranda 3-55-25, Alb.Snyder 1-14-14, Edw.Mack 1-13-13.
M1SSEiD FIELD GOALS-YOUNGSTOWN STATE: -None. CENTRAL FLORlDA:Fre.WaczewsJci 2\.

Attendance: 21,251; Time of Game: 3:07

I

I

HUSMAN

;:
ri. C"H: ' '98

TOP TEN

For more insight into UCF sports check out
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com

Wednesday November 4, 1998
6:30 pm: UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek
Saturday November 7, 1998
2:00 pm: Knight Football: UCF @ Auburn
LIVE Pay Per View - Call your local cable operator
Monday November 9, 1998
1:30 am: Knight Football: UCF@ Auburn
Tuesday November 10, 1998
8:30 am: Knight Football: UCF @ Auburn
We<!nesday November 11, 1998
6:30 pm: UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek
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Running backs twice as nice for Knights
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
Tailbacks Mike Grant and
Edward Mack seem to have
taken a potentially difficult situation and made it a positive one.
Heading into UCF's bye week,
Mack seemed to have overtaken
Grant as the starting tailback,
meaning that UCF's senior running back, Grant, who had car. ried for 12 touchdowns last season, would see his role diminish.

position were a fumbled football,
picked it back up and ran with it.
For Grant and Mack, last
Saturday's
win
against
Youngstown State helped bridge
a gap between the two tailbacks.
As a one-two punch in the 44-32
victory, they combined for 169
rushing yards on 26 carries and
one touchdown. Most importantly, the performance seemed to
erase any question of a tailback
controversy.
"I think the balance between

•

•

Photo by Kevin Colber

Edward Mack had been contemplating a move to the secondary
next season, but his production at tailback may change his plans.

•

Holding on to the football
was Grant's main problem, while
Mack's inspired play came at the
most opportune of times.
However, after one game with
only two carries, Grant, as if the

myself and Mike Grant is great,"
said Mack, who had 10 carries
for 79 yards and a TD against
YSU. "We are sort of like the
same kind of back. We're both
fast, we both have quick feet, we

can go outside and catch passes .. .it's wonderful.
For a while, the tailback situation was anything but wonderful for Grant, especially after the.
team's 35-7 loss to Purdue. He
quickly found himself the target
of criticism by fans and media
after two drive-killing fumbles
added to UCF's dismal showing
in the ESPN-televised game.
Grant rebounded two weeks
later against Toledo with a 22
carry, 101 y~rd, one TD performance, but his fumble in UCF's
38-17 win against Northern~
Illinois prompted a change from
coach Mike Kruczek. Mack was
inserted as the starter against
Southwestern Louisiana and
YSU, supplanting Grant. Mack
responded against USL with a
career high 85 yards on 10 carries, pushing Grant to perform
his best.
"Eddie came in and had a real
good game, so that pt;tt a little
fire behind me to practice harder
last week and go out and show
the coaches I wanted to be the
starter out here," said Grant, who
gained 90 yards on carries
against YSU. "But we both ran
good [today]. Everybody in the
backfield is of real good character, real good guys. So it's not an
ego thing. If one player does
good, we're definitely, everybody, going to give him.his support."
Running backs coach Alan
Gooch said Mack's perf?rmance
against NIU (13 carries, 82
yards, 1 TD) warranted his start
at USL. The starter against next
week's opponent, Auburn, will
be chosen through each player's
performance and competition in
practice, something Gooch likes
to see.
"Well just keep .the competi-

tion going and it's a
good situation to
have," Gooch said.
"Obviously, they're
pushing themselves,
you've always got a
fresh pair of legs in
there, and they're
both good backs, so
it's a great situation
to have.The whole
backfield is interested in the whole segment doing well.
There are a lot of
good team player in
there and they're all
excited for each other
and we want it to be
competitive."
Gooch
stresses
teamwork and camaraderie to UCF's running . backs, something they firmly
believ~ in, according
to Mack. .The twoback
rotation
between Mack and
Photo by Kevin Colber
Grant should pay After leading UCF in touchdowns last seadividends for UCF as son, Mike Grant has found the end zone
it makes it's final only once this year.
bowl game push.
"I can't accomplish any- miss. Mack, on the other hand,
thing if I'm bickering and argu- creates holes by spinning past
ing with Mike," Mack said. "So would-be tacklers, earning the
we go out together, he has a nickname "Tornado" among
chance, he does his, I go out, I UCF players. Get Grant a nickjust do mine. To see yourself go name and they may just don
out there and really be executing, capes and fly off together as a
it's just great. [The rotation] dynamic duo. Teamwork has
gives us a·chance to rest, but at become the doctrine of the backthe same time, to go out and real- field.
"Even if I'm not doing good,
ly have fun playing the game.
I'm
not going to get mad at
You can't get too tired, it's not
Eddie
just because he's doing
like you're sitting on the sideline
good,"
Grant said. "It just makes
waiting, so us sharing time is
me practice harder and get out
great."
As a tailback, Grant races and do what I can so when we're
through holes in opposing defen- both playing good, it just helps
sive lines to make defenders the team even more."
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Single Double
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24exp 6.19
a&exp 9.45

Service list
.35mm processing and printing
.Photo enlargements
.Passport photos
.Package printing
.Slide processing 3hr'
.120 & 220 slide processing 3hr
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Open receiver~
patient in routes
As UCF running backs Edward Mack and
Mike Grant opened up the passing game with
their productive ground work, it was not
uncommon to see two, three, or even four
Golden Knight receivers open on the same
play. The situation is a nice problem to have,
but it causes the open receivers to be a little
frustrated at how open they were without getting the ball.
"It's kind of frustrating, but I understand my
role in the offense and I understand the game
plan. Sometimes I was open in the flat, but
Daunte's first reads were over the middle to get
a lot more yards," said receiver Siaha Burley,
who had seven receptions for 39 yards and a
, touchdown. "The game plan was we had to
take the yards that we could get. Daunte did his
reads, he has his job and I have mine."
Culpepper balanced who he got the ball to
almost evenly, with Charles Lee getting seven
passes for a team-high 103 yards and a touchdown, Mark Nonsant catching eight balls for
92 yards, and Kenny Clark making six -catches
for 82 yards and two touchdowns.
"They ask me to play a certain role and
that's what I do. Daunte was making great
reads," Clark said. "It gets frustrating when you
are wide open, but all the receivers are out
there trying to make big plays just like me, so
whoever gets the ball gets it."

Offensive line propels
offensive attack

on defense. That was a great job Tito did. He's
got a lot of ability. We've got a lot of young
people who can really make. plays," Kruczek
said.
Despite the big stop, the defense looks forward to better things in years to come, and
more specifically, against Auburn in the immediate future
"We would like to hold everyone under 100
yards rushing like any defense, but we've got
to improve. We'll be ready to play by next
week. We'll bring the heat like we try to do
every week. Hopefully we can add to the pressure against Auburn," defensive tackle Justen
Moore said.
-

Knights clinch best
start in UCF history
With its win, UCF moved to 7-1 for the first
time ever. The team had previously been 6-1 on
two occasions, but lost in their eighth game
both times.
"This is a tremendous accomplishment. I'm
very fortunate to be associated with these
coaches and players," Kruczek said. "They've
taken it one game at a time and have really
focused and played good football."

Record watch
Culpepper continued to climb the list of college football's career, moving into the NCAA
Top 10 of career offensive yardage. With his
41 Oyards of total offense, Culpepper vaulted to
the eighth spot in the all-time standings, passing Division III Wingate's Vernon Buck,
Boston College's Doug Flutie, and Montana's
Dave Dickenson. Culpepper added to his current records of completions, passing yardage,
total offense, and touchdowns by a qQarterback.
His 11th rushing touchdown ties him for thJrd
on UCF's all-time list with Willie English and
passed Mark Giacone on the career list with .23
to move to second behind English(38). With
three games remaining, Culpepper needs four
t~uchdowns to pass Marquette Smith for most
in a season (14). Culpepper should break a few
marks at Auburn, as he trails Shane Willis' single season co~pletion mark by just 18 (239),
touchdowns in a season by three (Darin Slack,
Darin Hinshaw 26), total offense by 287

UCF had its highest offensive production of
the season thanks to a revamped running attack
headed by Mike Grant and Edward Mack. Ask
them the key, however, and they'll tell you, the
offensive line deserves the praise. ·
''They did a terrific job blocking. Every
time out they were opening holes and making
things happen," Grant said. "Sometimes, those
guys don't get a lot of credit, but they are out
there making it possible for us to do well."
Despite small injuries to Cornell Green,
Freddie.Moore, and Marcus Jenkins the line
overcame those problems with the depth provided by Kurt Baumann and Ahmed ElHawary. The entire line contributed.
"They did a great job. How many
yards did we have? Almost 600
yards of offense against a pretty
good defense that has been giving.up
13 points a game. Our kids stepped
up and came up. We got some people dinged up, but they really produced."
- UCF scored 40 points or more
for the fourth ti,me this season, just
one off the school record set by the
1992 team.
"Up to this point, there hasn't
Photo by Kevin Colber
been one defense, and I'm going to
Offensive
line
a
big
key
for
potent
offense.
include Purdue in this, that has been
able to stop us. We stop ourselves.
We stopped ourselves tonight with penalties,
(Culpepper 3,524), and passing yardage by 168
but we move the football."
(Culpepper 3,086). He also threw a touchdown

Rodriguez 4th quarter
stop sparks victory
On a key third down with UCF clinging to a
six-point lead in the fourth quarter, redshirt
freshman Tito Rodriguez came up with the
biggest defensive play of the game, stopping
YSU quarterback Chris Ryan short of the firstdown marker. The Penguins were forced to
punt, and UCF scored on its next possession to
put the game away.
"I thought certain individuals played well

in his 22nd consecutive game.
Burley is closing in on the season marks for
receptions and receiving yards. He trails
Bernard Ford's 1987 yardage mark by 292
yards (1,180), and the reception mark he finished one shy of last year (David Rho<l:es 78) is
within his reach as well. He woul_d need 12
catches to tie the mark. Burley caught a pass
for the 19th consecutive game. He could tie
Mike Dickinson for fifth on the list if he makes
a catch in each of his next three games.
-TONY MEJIA
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Shaky offense, defense highlight 44-32 win
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
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•
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•
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In 1998, the UCF offense has been a
consistent force, often scoring at will to
win games. However, an offensive mistake nearly cost UCF in its 44-32 win
against Division I-AA Youngstown State
last Saturday in front of 21,251 at the
Florida Citrus Bowl. The Knights attained
the best start in school history, moving
their record to 7-1 despite receiving a
Halloween scare from the Penguins.
UCF's problems arose late in the
fourth quarter as it held a 38-25 lead and
faced a third-down and-12 on its own 24yard line. Senior quarterback Daunte
Culpepper passed to wide receiver Eric
Leister in the flat, who was to return the
pass to a wide open Culpepper. YSU's
defense keyed on the play and YSU's
Tony Pannunzio hit Leister's arm, causing a fumbled pass that Pannunzio
returned 24-yards for a touchdown to cut
the lead to 38-32. UCF coach Mike
Kruczek said the double pass was a good
call gone bad.
"I still think it's a good call,"
Kruczek said. "How many times did we
throw the bubble screen before we threw
the [double pass]? Eight, seven times? It
was a third-down situation where they
were chasing it hard and [Le~ter] got his
arm hit. We just didn't protect it. It backfired and it gave them seven points."
The game posed several concerns for
the Knights defensively as well, as the
team broke from their recent trend and
allowed more second half yards (192)
than it did in the first half (135). That

inability to slow YSU's offense is disturbing, defensive tackle Marv Richardson
said, considering the Knights face_Auburn
next Saturday. Auburn totaled 315 yards
in its 24-21 loss to No.IO Arkansas last
Saturday, including 235 passing yards.
"Auburn is going to be a team we
want to come out and play our best
against," said Richardson, who finished
with two tackles against YSU. "We were
mad [against YSU] because we kept saying 'why did we wait have to wait till the
last quarter to step it up?' As a defense, I
. think I can say that this is going to be the
game [against Auburn] where we put it all
together and get rid of the mistakes."
Kruczek said UCF's offense struggled at time against YSU and evoked
memories of the Knights disappointing
performance at Purdue where they racked
up 470 offensive yards, but scored only
one TD as fumbles and missed opportunities in the red zone ruined its chances.
"Up to this point, there really hasn't
been a defense, and I'm going to include
Purdue in this, that has stopped this
offense," Kruczek said. "[Against
Purdue], how many times did we take it
down inside the five and ·com~ away with
no points? We stopped ourselves ... we
stopped ourselves tonight."
Culpepper was again the catalyst for
UCF, totaling 347 passing yards with four
touchdown passes. It marked Culpepper's
eighth consecutive game of at least 300
passing yards, but he said YSU's history
and tenacity made his performance a
challenge.
"They were a winning football program. We knew they weren't going to let

down no matter what happened,''. said
Culpepper, who also rushed for 63 yards
on 14 carries with one TD. "In a sense,
you could say that we expected a dog
fight and that's what they gave us for 60
minutes."
Despite UCF's late offensive miscues and defensive shortcomings, the running game established itself as a possible
factor heading into Auburn. The backfield
tandem of Edward Mack and Mike Grant
combined to gain 169 yards on 26 carries
one touchdown. YSU's zone coverage of
UCF receivers Siaha Burley, Mark
Nonsant and Charles Lee opened the field
for the tailback tandem to run at will.
"I believe Youngstown State came
down here and wasn't expecting us fo run
as well as we did," said Grant, whose 16
carry, 90-yard performance was his best
in three weeks. "When they came out,
they had a four man rush and three linebackers but they had them pushed all the
way off the ball, so when we started running, they had to m3.ke some adjustments."
As Auburn looms less than a week
away, Kruczek said it will take few words
from him to motivate UCF's players to
avenge last season's 41-14 embarr~ss
ment. It would also improve UCF's
record-setting start as w_ell as their bowl
chances.
"Being 7-1 is a heck of a start,"
Kruczek said. "They're the next person in
front of us to reach our goals and that's
what we've talked about ... one at a time.
They've bought into it, we're finally to
the game, so we're going to get revved up
to play it."
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UCF looks to continue Auburn woes
By TONY MEJIA
Sports Editor

''They have to guys who can roll
back there. We recruited Carter out
of Pensacola up in the panhandle.
UCF makes its second trip to the He's a great running back with
plains of Auburn in as many seasons this tremendous speed. If he ever gets
Saturday, but the circumstances surround- clear he's tough to bring down,
ing this year's game are very different.
tough to chase down. I don't think
Auburn is no longer the eighth-ranked we've seen anybody with his capateam in the country, as they were at the bilities of taking it the distance all
time of last year's meeting. The Tigers are season as a running back," Coach
2-6, 1-5 in the SEC. Dameyune Craig and Kruczek said. "This kid has the
Takeo Spikes, the offensive and defensive speed and the strength to go both
leaders of last year's Tiger squac;lr ,~~ ''.::::·Winside and outside and make plays.
gone, as is head coach Terry Bd
.
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Culpepper, while big and agile
enough to be a terror for running
backs. Carson, 6-foot-3 and 272
pounds, causes havoc as well.
"They've got quality guys, but our
•l
guys are a year older, a year
stronger, a year more· mature in the
offense confidence-wise," Kruczek
said. ''The run is still pivotal to our
success. We can't just rely on DC
(Culpepper) throwing the football
every play. A lot of our passing
stuff is an extension of the run
where we bubble-screen people
death. They are going to stop
that too. Get those big people to
run sideline to sideline. Get
them tired. That's the reason
why you don't huddle. It's a
chess match."
Edward Mack and Mike Grant
· have settled into· their running
back
platoon.
Against
Youngstown State, the duo:
rushed for 169 ycµ-ds on 26 car>.
, rie~,. .opening lip the passing.
·attack. If they can have similar' . . . . ·
s~c<::ess., against Auburn, 'ucF
· if
will be difficult to stop. · · · ·
· ;'Th\s is "the biggest ·game iii UCF ·
.- history ..\ve let one get away earlier wiJh.-_Pur<lue so we'v~ got·to. "
' rum a }Qt of heads this .weekend,
·be~ause a lot of people don't think
. -c-· •
. we can' beat a big _team," Grant
· .... said. "Eddie and I are just going to
. go OU~ there .to produce. and help
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anqounq.~~eri~.. L~st we~k;o-4'.Q •.,, ;,,.,,,,.*.,_, ,,., ,.. ~"i/''~pdofi'"and Spike(.. i~ ·n?,~ ...,
then 12tfr.ranked AtJcansas all tt could ' "sta,rtmg for the c;:'.mcmnatl ."
. "-handle, losing 24-2i .. Withoat C~aig, the . B~ngals, but plenty of t~l~nt
Tigers :have handed the quarterback
rem.ains. Reds~irt freshmen · line~ ·:: t;.
·tion>over to freshman Gabe Gross, who : backers James C~lier ancl tavarie1is" ·
has ·-produced better ~ban sophomore Ilen Po4nds .~e first:' and thlra '_·:t;n :the
Leard, ". who · initially replaced ·Craig' to team .in tackles, while· returne~.s " . ,
..... 'start" the season: Tajlbacks D~montray . Leonardo Carson.and Charles Dorsey
Carter and Andre Burks are young, but . anchor the line. Dorsey; who is. 6-.
coming along nicely·as OUver has decid- foot.:2 .and weighs 291 pounds '!"ill be
ed .to put the majority of the resp.op.sibili- . a huge problem for the UCF offensive·
ty for Auburn's offensive resurg~nce on line, mainly because of his size.
their shoulders.
Dorsey is mobile enough to pressure

pesi- ·

See CULPEPPER, Page 23

One last chance is the
wrong way to look at it
By TONY MEJIA
Sports Editor
In its third year at the Division I-A level, the
UCF football team has reached the crossroads.
The first two years brought the program attention,
as the Knights. competed bravely against college
football's elite. The little engine that could mentality is gone now, a distant memory best exemplified by one fact: Should the Knights fail to win at
Auburn, their 7-1 start is a moot point, and the era
of quarterback Daunte Culpepper will lack a landmark victory. No, that's not reality, that's perception. Unfortunately, perception is confused with
reality more than it should be, and often is more
important.
Does UCF need to beat Auburn to gain a bowl
bid? Probably. Will they receive any national
respect with a close loss? Doubtful, the days of
getting votes for close losses in the national polls
are over now. If UCF does lose, will this season be
a disappointment? It better not be.
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So happy together

Eyes on the prize

Edward Mack and Mike
Grant co-exist nicely in
backfield.
-PAGE 21

Men's and women's
soccer teams look for
TAAC championships.
-PAGES 18 & 19
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What the Golden Knights have been able to do
over the past three seasons is astounding. Coach
Mike Kruczek took a difficult situation and has
made UCF's season the most glorious in school
history. Culpepper continues to amaze and has a
shot at two national records. If one loss can spoil
all that, there is something wrong with collegiate
athletics.
There is a lot of pressure on the Knights to win
and validate themselves as a top-notch, up and
coming program. Although Culpepper has already
secured a prosperous future in the NFL, there will
be whispers should he not be able to beat a high
profile opponent. The offense, ranked third in the
country, won't get the credit they deserve because
'experts' will feel they padded their stats against
the likes of Southwestern Louisiana and Eastern
See SEASON, Page 17

Auburn post·game
coverage on
Saturday night

Heisman Top 10 list
on Sunday. See where
Daunte ranks!
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